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Father Horne had called the Board together for the express purpose of arriving at the attitude that the U1~iversity should ass ume
toward the year book, which was being published by the students
of Carroll without officiaJ school backing. Accompanying the
announcement that the University would support the enterprise
was the appointment by Father Horne of the Rev. Thomas Ewing,
S.J.. as moderator of the annual, and of Mr. Fritz Graf as faculty
supervisor of the business staff.
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Bernard R. Sallot

Sallof: Succeeds

Father Ewing, Assistant Dean and Professor of History, was at
one time moderator of the Carroll News and is well acquainted
with the work connected with editing publications.

To Honor Fr. Horne
At Reception Banquet
A reception banquet in honor of The
Very Reverend Edmund C. Horne,
S. J., president of the University will
be given Feb. 8, in Hotel Cleveland at
6:30 p. m., accordin.g to Dr. A. J. Krnieck, chairman.

an-

OML G when it did on Christmas Eve, the
nouncement that the University would und~nvritc
the John Carroll Year Book was a surpnse and
~velcome Christmas gift to the staff of the annual. This
decision of the Board of Trustees of the University was
made known by the Very Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S.J.,
President of Carroll, to Thomas Victory, Editor of the
Year Book, and to Jack Lavelle, Business Manager, early
Thursday afternoon, December 24.

0

President:

'·

Dr. Kmieck will be assisted by Mrs.
C. T. ConroY., chairlady of the Senior
\ Guild and Miss Mary Stanton, chairlady of the Junior Guild. The committee
in charge of arrangements is as follows:
Frank Polk, Willis Houck, John J .
Smith, Frank Ranney, John J. Sheehan, F. Duffy, Dr. J . Deering, Carl
Dyas, J. J. Brown, Al Burens, Harry
Hanna, Dr. P. J . Kmieck, Dr. J.
Brady, Rev. John Mulholland, Gene
Stringer, E. R. McCarthy, Harold Tra1 verse, Josep h Gill, Jas. P . Kmieck, Rev.
J. Fleming, J . Burke, Jim Laughlin,
;f.ed Walters, Wm. Corrigan and the
Very Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S.J. R tv. J. Lees.

( Co11tinued on Page 2)

MinarikasEdit:or Lit:t:l~ ·Theai:re i:o Preseni: Play Feb. II, 12
Of C:arroll
News I r Jd C
T
CJ b F~ J• • To orfr er Rub.tn ,s "R· ~1.ddl, e Me Th.1s"
B~~~itR~ fo·h~Ata;r~l~·J~~:~!~i~;~ nq
ampus ~ ro IC In In Carrall Au~jt:_oriu~~ 'j_ - .~··- ~--. -~"
l~as ~een
Statl eT 1-1 0 teI Jan uary 2'8
T
Sunday~'
I

app0t:1.ted. to su_ccecd Pau l
F. Mmank as Edtt?r-m-Clnef ?f the
Carro~ ! ~ews, acco:d_mg t~ Mr. Eugene
R. _Mitt~nger, :rubhcity Director of the
U111vers1ty and Moderator of tbe Carroll
News. Acting as Associate Editor will be
Martin J. :M cManus, a recent addition to
the staff of the paper, and also a member
of the Junior class.

Veteran Heaton
Resigns With Staff
·with the current issue of the Carroll News, the
senior members of the staff automatically submit their resignations. The retiring members include Minarik, Charles Heaton, who had been
Sports Editor for two years, Bob Tryon, who
assisted Heaton, Valentine Deale, who held the
various positions of Literary Editor, Feature
Editor and Assistant Editor, Jack Lavelle and
Louis Horvath, Feature Writers, and Armos
Loyer, Business Manager.

Culminates Two Years
Of Newspaper W-ork
Sallot's appointment culminates two and onehalf years of active work on the News. After
he joined the staff as a reporter in his Freshman year, he was eventually promoted to the
position of Assistant Editor, which position he
has held throughout the past semester. During
his Sophomore year, Sallot was both assistant
News Editor and Assistant Managing Editor.
Last year he was elected to the Presidency of
his class after the incumbent dropped out of
school. Sallot is a member of the Commerce
Club and Sodality, and has served on numerous
committees of various functions.
(Continued on Page 2)
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H(E nights of Saturday, February 12, and
February 13, have been chosen by the Little Theatre
Society for tl1e presentation of Daniel N . Rubin's "Riddle
w
ITH the date of the affair fast appr. oaching, it was annou_nced Me This," the society's major production for this scholastic
N
h ·
f h
tt
year. These dates occur on the first week-end of the second
yesterday by William orm1 1e, c a1rman o t e comm1 ee,
that the annual Campus Club Frolic would be held at the semester.
Main Ballroom of the Statler Hotel, accompanied by the music of Carroll's spacious auditorium will be the scene of the dramatic
Hal Zeiger and his orchestra.
group's annual production. Besides seating far more than
The swing fest will be held on January 28, the last night of the semester exams the average college theatre, Carroll 's auditorium has an unat Carroll. Admission will be one dollar seventy-five cents per couple. At the usually large stage. This will be the third year that the L. T. S.
last meeting of the general committee, headed by Normile, it was revealed that has used this auditorium for its plays. Formerly, before Carthey had under consideration several of the better known orchestras from ~he roll was moved to U niversity Heights, the Little Theatre in
Greater Cleveland area. Zeiger was finally chosen to accompany the danctng tl1e P u bl"1c H a II wt"tl1 1'ts sm ailer f aCI"I't'e
as used by the Ca r1 1 s w
couples.
roll players.
This popular young Cleveland orchestra leader and his band ~as p!cked by the
committee because of his fast increasing popularity in the soc1al c1rcles of the
city.
Assisting Nor mile on the committee in char ge of the arrangements are James
(Contimted on Page 6)

The "Him" and "Her" of Frolic

Examinai:ions
With the first semester examination just
around the corner the "Carroll News"
prints a schedule of the examination for
your convenience. The schedule appears
on page three. It might be well to note in
connection with the tests, pen and ink is
required for all exams. No books will be
permitted in the classroom in which the
test- is being taken. Every one must present his admission cards from the treas·
urer's office as he enters the examination
room. Report all conflicts to the Registrar's office. Absences will be inexcusable.

"Riddle Me This!" which enjoyed a high ly successful season in New
York, is a decided change from the type of play put on by the L. T. S.
in the previous two years. The words of the dramatic critic of the New
York Ev.en.i11g Post ably describe Daniel Rubin's play. "Not only the
best drama the present season has revealed but one of the most laughable
comedies. Let 'Riddle Me This !' be triple starred in your amusement
guide."
The play as it will be presented by the Little Theatre Grdup, centers
around a mu rder caused by some outrage in the dope smuggling racket.
The opening scene shows the murderer covering up his tracks and planting fake clues. Following this the play is motivated by the attempt
at solving the murder "riddle." T hough the audience is awar e of the
real culprit, it is held spellbound by Rubin's clever unraveling of the
main and sub, plots.
.
Kirk Reid, the reporter who is a fr iend of the police investigator in
charge of the case, eventually effects the solution just before the innocent man is electrocuted. Reid has maintained an interest in the case
by becoming friendly with the sister of the unjust ly condemned man.
The cast has been meeting on an average of three times a week and,
according to Mr. Frank Wiess, director, will soon be ready for dress
rehearsal. The fin ished state that the play has reached at this early
date practically insures a flawless production. Credit for this is given
by the cast, to Mr. Wiess, and by Mr. Wiess, to the splendid ,co-operation of the members of the cast.
(Co}~tinued OIZ

Page 2)

Ret:reat:

In the above pictures the<rc appears, at the left, William Normile, chairman of
the am11tal Calllf>IIS Club Frolic, ami at the right, Marge SlaHery, .hostess for

tile affair. N orm.ile, promine11t ia the activities of the sopho'll!ore class, is best
knotVII for his vigorou.s checrleading at the football ga·m es.

The annual R etreat which has always been an integral part of
Carroll student life, will be held this year from January 1 to February 3. According to the ancient tradition of Jesuit Colleges the
Retreat will consist of sermons, meditations, and other spiritual
exercises for three days. One of the most important phases of
t he Retreat is the large number of spiritual books which will be
available fo r assisting the students in making the Retreat. It will
be concluded on Thursday, February 3 with Mass, Holy Communion, and solemn closing exercises. When the Carroll News
went to press the Retreat Master had not as yet been named
but the announcement is expected shortly.
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Father Wei~zman
Carroll Night: School Offers
Who's Who at Carroll Visi~s
With J. Edgar C
• M
D
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Osborne to the student body of Carroll is the most superfluous task this
writer has ever undertaken. Tom needs
no introduction; his wide range of accomplishments speak more forcefully
than any introduction that could be
given.

DURING the final week of the
Christmas vacation, the Rev. Louis
J. Weitzman, S. J., head of the Sociology
Department of John Carroll, spent severa! days in Washington, D. C., during
which time he visited both J. Edgar
Hoover and Chief George Wilson.

Preeminently, Tom is a debater, a platform speaker, through and through,
who likes it best when the chips stack
high. From his grade school year at
Immaculate Conception, where he
spoke in the tiny children's plays, to
his high school days at Cathedral Latin,
to his college days at Carroll, Tom has
spoken to, argued before, pleaded with,
and harangued both large and small
audiences. It was his abundant C"-1Jerience that paved the way for his crowning achievements in the forensic arts
this year, when he, teamed with his
brother Jim, beat Britain's best, a combined duo from Oxford and Cambridge,
and then went on to win triumphantly
Tom Osborne
the annual John Carroll Oratorical Society's Debate Tournament.
ND TOM's laurels by no means end here. No, Tom has lent his energies
and abilities to practically every scholastic organization in the school.
in the Carroll Union, Tom is Vice-President; in the Sodality he is the assistant
prefect; on the Carroll News he is feature writer. Also, this summer he with
Father LeMay and Ed Rambousek represented Carroll at the School of Catholic
Action in Chicago.
What kind of a student is Tom, you ask. Honestly, what kind do you think?
Of course a leader; he is one of the top men in the senior class. If things break
right one diploma in June will read Thomas L. Osborne, mag11a wm laude, with
a major in English. His diligence and studiousness are excellently exemplified
by these two facts, namely, that besipes a heavy extra-curricular schedule Tom
at present is carrying extra hours ayd that at the mid-term Tom led his senior
class in Ethics. Believe you me zlatter is no mean feat. Ask any senior if
you don't take my word.

Mr. Hoover is the head of the Federal
Bureau of Investi~adon, a division of the
U. S. Departm)llt of Justice, while Mr.
Wilson is the national chief of the
United States Secret Service.
Fr. Weitzman spent several hours with
Mr. Hoover discussing the crime problem of the nation in its relation to religion and social science. Mr. Hoover
stressed the importance of a religious
training for the youths of the nation in
combatting the steady rise of crime
throughout the United States.
The head of the G-Men stated that he
would make arrangements to have one
of the Federal agents, Mr. Edgar Stapleton of the Central Division of the FBI,
come to Carroll and address the student
convocation some time during the latter
part of February.
Following his interview with M r. Hoover,
Fr. Weitzman was received by Chief
Wilson of the United States Secret Service, and spent practically an entire day
learning a few of the intricacies of the
Service's workings. Mr. Wilson elaborated on the work of the department
in capturing gangs who endeavor to make
and pass counterfeit bills. The inside
stories of the capturing of several notorious bands of counterfeiters were
told to Fr. Weitzman for the purposes
of personal study of the crime situation.

A

ETRACING our steps a bit in order to cover some of Tom's less brilliant
accomplishments as an ur}Gergraduate, we find that in his freshman year
he was treasurer of his class; IjXember of the Sodality, as he always has been; a
contributor to the Carroll Npu•s; and co-winner, with Bob Brengartner, of the
Freshman Debate Cup. H,.c! is, by the way, a member of the last class at old
Carroll. In his sophomc:\fe year, Tom, true to form, made the Varsity Debate
Squad and participateq' extensively in intercollegiate debating. In the Junior
vear, he finished se~nd in the annual Oratorical Contest.

R

Play( C 01~tin:ued from Page 1)

N connection with the progressive policy of John Carroll, registration opens
next week from February first to fourth
inclusive for one of the most complete
night sessions ever attempted in the history of our institution. Headed by the
Rev. Lionel Carron, S.J., the faculty consists of men outstanding and well known
in their respective fields. Courses are
offered in Business Administration,
Chemistry, Economics, Education, English, French, History, Mathematics, Philosophy, Radio, Sociology, and Speech.
With classes scheduled to open Monday
evening, February seventh, Father Carron expects a very large enrollment.
•

I

Popularity Retains itadio
Class On Schedule
One of the most attractive features of
the Night School Sessions is the fact
that although classes will be evaluated
at three semester hours, they meet only
once a week. The classes will be held
from 6 :30 until 9: IS with a fifteen minRev. Lionel Carran, S.J.
ute intermission at 7:45. Following the
precedent inaugurated in the last few
years all classes will be held at the new
University rather than at the high school,
thus giving the Night School students
the benefit of the improved facilities of
the new buildings and campus. Besides
(Continued fr~~~ Page 1)
the tuition fees which are $7.50 per semester hour there is a registration fee
Mr. Graf heads the Business Departand a library fee of $1.00 each.
ment of the university and is a wc11
known accountant. His work will con- Due to its popularity during the past
sist chiefly in aiding the staff in setting year Father announces that the classes
up books, in arriving at advertising in Radio will be continued this semester.
schemes, and in teaching methods of This course which includes departments
in Radio Writing, and Radio Acting an<}selling ads.
Announcing will continue to be conductw •
During the. past two weeks, Victory by Mr. William Millson, M.A. Mr. Willhas done much of the preparatory work son has gained considerable promilf{ence
in connection with the book. Last in his radio work here in Clevela.nd.
Thursday, at a meeting of the staff, he
made many of the assignments and allocated other work that required im- The one thing that the taff is finding
mediate attention.
difficult is the selection f a name for
the book. A contest is~ing run now,
Group Pictures
a box for entries having een pl~n
Nea~Jy Finished~
the cafeteria, in' wl.ic students ;t, •
'
Yesterday and 1!onday
an extensive urged to participate. ·Accq;ding to Vicpicture taking program was in effect. tory, the title will be selected at the
Starting with the Junior Class groups end of the week.
and includi11g practically every 'or- Last Friday evening, January 14, a
ganization in the school, the major por- social was held in an effort to raise
tion of the group photographs to be money for the preliminary ex:penses
published were snapped.
connected with the book. With the at-

Annual-

S~age Mianager James M.oraghan h
~ ' I
~
Finally, Tom persona'Ily is serious, conscientious, dcterrniped, and scrutinizing. a1ready contracted for the stage equipHe speaks his mind with a conspicuous courage of his convictions. A diligent ment which includes two complete sets.
student, a fiery speaker, a determined man-that's Tom Osborne.
It is hoped that the stage will be ready
a full week before the opening performance so that the cast can become well
acquainted with the various "business"
on the actual sets.
The business staff has also done much
In an effort to insure the financial suc- work in its effort to begin getting adRINCIPAL sodality activity for the
cess of "Riddle Me This," a business vcrti ements. Lavelle has produced a
month of January, according to
(Continued from Page 1)
book in which sample pages of adverThe appointment of McManus to the Edward Rambousek, Prefect, will be the staff under the direction of Bill Duffin tising and straight matter are included.
position of Associate Editor, came reception of the men seeking admission and Charles Brennan is mailing several This book wil be shown prospective
somewhat as a surprise. Though this is into tl1e society.
hundred letters for publicity purposes to advertisers, who desire some special
his first year at Carroll, he has shown The reception will consist of a solemn the followers of the Little Theater So- position, some peculiar setup, or even
amazing abilities as a writer and editor. high Mass to be celebrated by the Very
as an inducement to advertise in the
ciety.
The columns of the Carroll Ne-dls have Rev. Edmund C. Horne, S. J., president
Year Book.
been graced on many occasions with of John Carroll. The new members will Promote Extensive
interviews that McManus obtained with be received into the organization at the Advertising Campaign
prominent ch•ic leaders. It was in the students' Mass in the auditorium on
Norm Peritore and Frank Humphrey
light of these accomplishments, com- Thursday, Feb. 17.
bined with a willingness to work, that
are designing posters to be used on the
prompted his appointment, according The Rev. Raymond Gallagher, assistant campus and at various prominent locapriest at St. John's Cathedral, has been
to Mr. Mittinger.
By John D. Nichols
invited by the sodality to deliver the tions throughout the city.
The duties of Sports Editor fall on the welcoming sermon to the newly received
The
business
staff
hopes
to
surpass
its
shoulders of the sophomore, Joseph members.
' ' B UDDY, can you give a fellow
goal of 100 patrons. It is through this
a dime for a cup of coffee?
Fallen. Assisting him is George Otto,
is
financed,
and
as
revenue
that
the
play
I just got in from 'Frisco and
also of the Sophomore class. Sports The Act of Consecration and the Pledge
writers will be: ·william O'Connor, of Faithfulness will be administered by a result this phase of the business is it's too wet to move on." Haven't all
Robert Fogarty, Jack Hunt and George the Rev. Cecil B. Chamberlain, S. J., being stressed. According to Duffin and of us been asked that question as we've
Brennan, patrons may be secured by trudged down Euclid Avenue in a heavy
Moderator.
Bunce.
any member of John Carroll Uni:ver- downpour? There is little need to tell
Thomas Hopkins of the Freshman
sity, and upon the remittance of his colClass will act as News Editor and was a reporter on the staff during his lections, he will receive a twenty per the college man about the past depression. He may not know its origin or
freshman
year
and
assistant
Sports
EdiJames McGlynn, also a Freshman, will
cent commission.
causes but he felt deeply its effects. He
be Copy Editor. The Business Staff is tor in the last half of that year. The
headed by James Schmidt, '40, who first semester of his Sophomore year The advance sale price on tickets is fifty knows what it is to have his father worwill be a sisted by Joseph Lajack, '40, he was promoted to the position of cents. At the door admission is seventy- ried sick over the loss of years of efforts,
his mother frightened over the eventual
who will be chiefly in charge of circu- Sports Editor, and in the spring semes- five cents.
outcome. He has even had "buddies"
lation. Reporters will be: Regi Mc- ter was made Associate Editor, making
ask
him for a cup of coffee when he had
the
first
time
that
a
Sophomore
had
Gann, Andrew Laheta, James L. Flemscarcely a nickle himself.
ing, Robert Marchand, and William ever held that position.
Scharf.
Chuck Heaton, who has held the Sports
The college graduate-the future American citizen does not expect a gift. He
Editorship since the second semester
1\linarik Inetalls
does not look forward to a yacht, a
of his Sophomore year, has established
:Modern Changes
H EN the Scientific Academy couple of cars, and the suits of a Clark
Minarik, the retiring editor, has been himself as -an authority in athletic jourmeets tomorrow afternoon at 4:10 Gable. Behind his interest in football,
unique in formulating new makeup nalism. Reporters for the daily papers
ideas. During his editorship, the new have had the utmost confidence in his in the Physics lecture room, the mem- dates, and dances, he seriously hopes for
style heads ·were adopted, a literary ability, and have frequently called upon bers will be shown a three-reel moving the opportunity to advance in his chosen
page added, and the non-indentation of him for aid in covering Carroll athletic picture entitled, "Electric Heat in In- career, to attain enough security to own
dustry," according to Armos J. Loyer, hi home, to raise a family comfortably,
paragraphs made a part of the new contests.
and to lead a life reasonably free from
makeup system. This last is a move Valentine Deale, Bob Tryon, Jack president.
·which is believed to have been started Lavelle, Louis Horvath and Armes Plans are being laid for an excursion to economic disaster.
by the Carroll News. The reason for Loyer are also well known for their the Ohio State Agricultural ExperimenUR complicated economic life preits adoption, according to :Minarik, is abilities. All have been active and ef- tal Station next spring, and a lecture
sents almost insuperable problems
that it is more consistent with flu h ficient workers, and all were respected schedule for the remainder of the year and difficulties to our . statesmen and
heads, than is the identation. Minarik for their talents.
engineers. To most of us it is a beis being arranged.

.......oa;;....._:.r--.......,._.-....-

Staff-.

Sodality to Receive
New Members

L

P

tendance at about 125 couples, almost
$50.00 was raised. But according to the
business staff, this sum is not sufficient
to carry forward the work in a speedy
manner. The staff has asked the student body to co-operate by making
their payments in advance. The total
price of the book is four dollars, and
the editors seek a one dollar deposit
from each of the contract signers.

"Brother Can You Spare a Dime"
Theme of Essay on Economics

Science Acadamy to
See Movies

W

O

wildering mass of technicalities. Yet the
obstructions, which consist of the lack
of balance between our industrial and
social development, must, in a democratic state, be removed by a policy determined by the average voter. Unless
the citizen working through his government can release the deadlock of the
contemporary crisis much of the effort
of pa t Watts and Edisons will have
been in vain and economic independence
will be a myth.

If our economic problems are to be solved
and we are to live above the insecurity
of cave dwellers, the solutions must fall
upon the college graduate and the other
Intellectually inclined meml)ers of the
future society. It is inconceivable to
anyone who has wrestled with the perplexities of price levels, business cycles,
and industrial conflict, or who has
watched past attempts to relieve "overproduction" and "technological unemployment" to understand how reasonable
conclusions can be reached without a
wide knowledge of and great interest
in economics and social facts.
As Catholics, we are opposed to the
materialism of communism, as Americans, we trust in democracy, as citizens,
we must decide future national policy,
and as college men we must assume the
responsibility of direction.
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N ews at a Gl a nee
Les Vingt-Cing
Adopts Program

Junior Class
Plans Memorial

Surveyors Use
Carroll as Center

Knights Hear
Carroll Debaters

A

I

A

PROJECT which should be of great
interest to all property owners in
University Heights is the present survey
which is being conducted by the County
for the purpose of co-ordinating all former surveys of this section. With the
increase in property values and the continued growth of the village of University
Heights this work should prove of utmost importance to all residents of this
part of the county.

W

T its last meeting held on January
10, at the Ideal Italio American
Club at 61s1 and Euclid, the French Club,
Le Vingt-Cinq, laid plans for a definite
program of meetings for the second semester.
At the meeting it was decided to hold
its future gatherings every other Monday. The Ideal ltalio American Club
protred such an ideal spot for the last
gathering, that it was decided to hold the
ensuing meetings in the same spot.
In the past the assemblies have been informal with dinner and refreshments at
which the group discussed intellectual
French subjects.
In the future, the
meetings will present two or three papers prepared by the members on the
French Classics, with a featured guest
speaker once a month.
An order calling for an extra shipment
of the pins chosen last year has been
authorized, and upon its arrival, the pins
will be presented to the members. Another recent innovation to the French
Club is the French Journal, edited by
Hank Weiss, who succeeded Bernard
Ceraldi, Club Prexy.

N an effort to establish a precedent
which they hope will be continued by
the succeeding Junior classes of the University, James Wilson, President of the
Junior Class recently announced that his
class intends to launch a drive to gather
funds for a permanent memorial inscribed
with the name of the class. The memorial will be presented to the University
at graduation.
Wilson, originator of the idea, said in
his statement to the class that the form
of the gift has not as yet been decided
upon, but will most probably be a statue
of Bishop John Carroll.
The class as a whole readily accepted the
plan and offered its wholehearted cooperation in the coming drive for funds.
A committee will be drawn up in the
near future to supervise the details of
the campaign.
According to present ideas, about one
thousand dollars will be needed to insure
the success of the drive.

One of the members of the class in approving the plan, stated that "it is fitting that the first freshman class in the
new university buildings upon its graduation should leave a fitting memorial and
present the school with a substantial
TARTING off its activities for the gift."
year 1938 with a banquet meeting at
the Russet Cafeteria to welcome the
prospective members of the organization,
the Commerce Club of John Carroll
10
launched a concerted drive to enlist as
many active new members as possible.
N January 10, members of the gradThe feature of the meeting was an inuating class handed in to their reformal address delivered by the Rev. Edspective teachers the titles for their senmund C. Horne, S.]., President of John
ior thesis. According to an announceCarroll University. Fr. Horne chose as
rpent that came from the office of the
~ic of h s talk, "lapan, The Lead:Oean, afte£ the tit!~ have been received
ing Oriental Race."" The address was by the various teachers and their apmade more Jhteresting by the fact that
proval has been granted, the senior is
Fr. Home, in speaking of China, refree to construct his thesis, which must
counted his impressions received on his
be handed in not later than May 2.
recent travels to the Orient as a delegate
to the International Sociological Confer- The senior thesis is traditionally limited
ence held at Tokyo, Japan. Both new to five thousand words. It is written on
and old members of the society were some subject closely related to the stuvery much impressed by the President's dent's major, and must be submitted to
the head of that department.
talk.

Commerce Club
Holds Banquet

S

Senior Thesis
Due May

O

Surveyors Use Labor
Saving Device
Among the centers selected for the survey are Carroll, Notre Dame College,
Laurel School, and Baptist Church. The
surveyors which are under the direction
of Mr. Marshall of Ohio State University are using the system of Triangulation in all of their work. Under this plan
much time and labor is eliminated. When
triangulation is used the surveyors first
lay out and measure a certain distance
which is known as the baseline. They
then proceed to find another central point.
After measuring the angular relation of
the ends of the baseline to the central
point the distances between the ends of
the baseline which converge on the central can be computed by trigonometry.

Freshmen Plan
Meeting Friday

Bus Line Begins
Service Feb. I
OOD news to almost anyone connected with Carroll in any way is
the announcement than an adequate transportation program has been secured for
the village of University H eights and
John Carroll University with the service to begin February first. A private
company will provide motor bus transportation between Cleveland P ublic
Square and John Carroll University.
Between the hours of 7 A. M. and 10 A.
M. and 3 P . M. and 7 P. M. there will
be twenty minute service. During the
rest of the service schedule which will
run from 7 A. M. to 10 P. M. there will
be hourly service. The fare will be
twenty-five cents cash fare each way or
fifteen cents each way by the purchase of
commuter tickets.
-,This service together with the half-hour
service of the feeder line to the Cedar
car which is provided by the Oeveland
Railway Company does much to alleviate
the serious transportation problem which.
has been vexing all men of Carroll since
the opening of the new University.

G

ITH their characteristic display of
oratorical ability, the two top debating teams of John Carroll composed
of Tom and Jim Osborne for the Affirmative and Tom Corrigan and Carl Butlage for the Negative argued the merits
of the current Pi Kappa Delta question
on enlarging the powers of the N. L.
R. B. before a recent luncheon of the
Knights of Columbus at the Allendorf
Restaurant. The two teams which are
evenly matched gave a very fine performance for an exhibition contest and most
of the men who attended were generaus
in their praise of the abilities of all the
speakers.
As the Freshman Tournament goes into
the second round many very good speakers have been found who can be expected
to carry on the golden tradition of Carroll Oratory and Debating. At the present time there are sixteen teams left in
the tournament all of whom can be expected to develop into good debaters as
soon as they will have acquired a little
more experience.

Seniors Pose for
Photographers

On January 15, four teams composed of
the Sophomore Class's contribution to
debating journeyed to Hiram College to
participate in the Novice Tournament for
Colleges of Northern Ohio. On January
10, two of Carroll's crack teams upheld
the high standards of the Bl!Je and Gold
against Case. Rounding out the first semester schedule, an Affirmative and a
Negative team went to Bowling Green
University to engage in two non-decision
contests.

AMES CARROLL, president of the
Senior class, has announced that all
senior pictures for the annual must be
taken in the next two weeks. The photographic work is being done this year
by the May Co. Studio. Carroll also
made known the fact that plans are being drawn up for a stag p4rty for the
class some time after the retreat.

J

Name Student
Publ ici~y Man

RESHMEN of John Carroll will
hold a meeting at noon Friday,
January 21, according to Jack Forhan,
president, for the dual purpose of readjp_g a financial report on the outco91e
OLL OWING an inve&ti~atio~ of Jhe
of the raft1e conducted to raise money
causes of the lack of P~Clty that
for the Freshman football numerals and
sweaters, and to discuss a group pur- John Carroll University has been receiving, Edward S. Rambousek, President of
chase of class keys.
the Carroll Union, appointed Paul F.
According to Forhan, a name for the Minarik, Editor of the Carroll News,
class will also be chosen at this meet· to take charge of future student publiing. The sum raised by the class for city. Minarik will cooperate with Mr.
the sweaters was $62.75, which does not, Eugene R. Mittinger, Publicity Director
according to Forhan, meet the debt.
of the University.

F

Carroll Band to
Renovize Uniforms

F

EXA MI N A T I 0 N

s c H E D u L E-

..Y-?r<~.n dfurt<;;;;;:;i:z~

antr clean~~
stock of uniforms, the officers
of the Carroll Band have issued a r equest that all members turn in their
suits. James Moraghan, baed president,
stated that the move was being made
in preparation for the annual St. Patrick's Day parade, in which the Carroll
marching unit has always been accompanied by the band.
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Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm.
Bus. Adm..

c,

'

1
1
6
111

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
J au.

7
Rm. Phy.
Rm. Bl. llO
Rm.BI. 110
Rm. Bl. 110

Gen. Biology 1 (Monday se<:t ion)
Gen. Biology 1 (Tuesday section)
Comp. Anatomy
Gen. Physiology

Thurs.,
Thurs.,
Thurs.,
Thurs.,

27
27,
27,
27,

9:00
9:00
9 :()0
9:00

Elem. Accounting 1 (Mon . 2:00 section)
Elem . Accounting 1 (Tues. section)
Bus. Economics l
lutermed. Accounting
Bus. Stati tics
Money and Banking

Thurs., Jan. 27,
Thurs., Jan. 27,
Fri., Jan. 28,
Fri., ]an. 28,
Wed., Jan. 26,
Tues., );;'11. 25,
Thurs., Jan. 27,
Tues., Ja.u. 25,
Tues., Jan. 25,
U nscbeduled

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
12:30

Rm. 127
Rm. 139
Rm. 229
Rm. 139
Rm. 29
Rm. 208
Rm. 111
Rm. 208
Rm. 209

lnorgantic Chemistry
lnorga.ntic College Chemistry
Quant. Analysis
J udust. An;;..Jysis
Organic Chemistry 1
Physical Chemistry 1

Fri., Jan. 28,
Fri., Jan. 28,
Fri., Jan. 28,
To be arranged
Fri., Jan. 28,
Fri., Jan. 28,

9:00
9 :00
9:00

Rm.Ch.
Rm.Cb.
Rm.Cb.

207
103
103

9:00
9:00

Rm.Ch.
Rm. Cb .

!OJ
207

1
1
91
103
117
121
127 Invcstmen~
146 Marketing
171 Bus. Law
177 :a us. Policies

Chern.
Chern.
Chern.
Chern.
Chern.
Ch~m.

1
3
6
106
110
112

Econ.
Econ.

Prine. of Economics
105 Industrial History

Fri., Jan. 28,

9:00
Thurs., )an. 27, 9:00

Rm.111
Rm.lll

Educ.
Educ.
Educ.
Educ.
Educ:.
Edu'=·

11 I ntro. to Education
111 Philos. 6f Education
123 History of Educ:>tion
140 Prine. of Teaching
l42f Methods in History
142b Methods in Science

Tues., Jan. 25,
Mon., Jan. 24,
Tues., Jan. 25,
Fri., Jan. 28,
Thurs., Jan. 27,
Wed., Jan. 26,

Rm. 209
Rm. 224
Rm. 225
Rm.111
Rm.lll
Rm. 29

1

1 Comp. 1 (Mr. Petit's Mon. II :00 section)
1 Camp. I (Mr. Petit"s Mon. 1 :00 section)

Rm. 209
Rm. 208
Rm. 209
Rm. 11
Rm. 11
Rm. 224
Rm.111
Rm. 208
Rm. 11
Rm. 11
Rm. 225
Rm. 209
Rm . 209

Eltm. French 1
lntermed. F,-ench 1
120 French Novel to 1850

Thurs., Jan. 27, 12:30
ThlUs., Jan. 27, 12:30
Thurs., Jan. 27, 12:30

Rm. 225
Rm.111
Rm. 208

A

Thurs.,
Thurs.,
Thurs.,
Thurs.,
Thurs.,
Thurs.,
Thurs.,

Rm. 229
Rm.224
Rm. 229
Rm. 209
Rm. 209
Rm. 209
Rm. 209

11
11
ll
110
130

French
French
French
German
German
Germ:m
Greek
Greek
Greek
Greek

1 Camp. 1 (Mr. Petit"s Mon. 2 :00 section)

1
1
1
11
11

Comp. I (Fr. Sullivan's Mon. 11 :00 section)
Comp. 1 (Fr. Sullivan's Mon. 1 :00 section)
Comp. 1 (Jifr. Wiess' section)
Early Eng. Literature (Mon. 10 :00 soction)
Early Eng. Literature (Mon. 11 :00 section)
Early Eng. Literature (Mon. 2:00 section)
Early Eng. Literature (Tues. 9:00 section)
Eo.rly Eng. Liter:.~ure (Mon. 1 :00 section)
Old Eng. Readings
Restoration Literature

A

c

c

106
A
3
152
152

Elem. German I
Intermed. German 1
German Poetry
Elem. Greek I
Cyropaedeia
Hist. of Greek Literature
Hi.st. of Greek Literature

Wed ., J an. 26,
Wed., Ja•t. 26,
Wed., Jan. 26,
Wed., J an. 26,
Wed., Jan. 26,
Wed., J:m. 26.
Wed., Jan. 26,
Wed., Jan. 26,
Wed., Jan. 26,
Wed., Jan. 26,
Wed., Jan. 26,
Wed., Jan. 26,
\Ved., Jan. 26,

12:30
12:30
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
9 :00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

Eog.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.

Dept. & No.

Schedule

Descriptive Title

Dept. & No.
Bioi.
Diol
Bioi.
BioL

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

27,
27,
27,
27,
27.
27,
27,

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

30
30
30
30
30
30
30

D escriptive Title

Schedule

Hist.
Hist.
Hist.
Hist.
Hist.
Hist.
Hist.
Hist.

1
1
1
3
107
116
135
162

Latin
Latin
Latin
Latin

c In termed. L~'lin
1 Vergil
103 Horace
106 Plautus; Terence

Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.

A
A
2
2
2
5
107

Intermed. Algebra (Mon. 10:00 section)
Intermed. Algebra (Mon. 1 :00 section)
Trigonometry (Mr. Urankar's Mon. 10:00 section)
Trigonometry (Mr. Urankar's Mon. 1 :00 section)
Trigonometry (Mr. Mittinger's section)
Plane Anal. Geometry
Diff. Calculus

Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Pbilos.
Philos.
Pbilos.
Pbilos.
Phi!os.
Phi los.
Phi los.
Phi los.

1
1
I
103
103
107
107
109

Logic (Mon. section)
Logic (Mon. 1 :00 section)
Logic (Mon. 10:00 section)
Psychology 1 (Mon. 9:00 section)
Psychology 1 (Moo. 10:00 section)
Ethics 1 (Mon. 9 :00 section)
Ethics 1 (Mon. 10:00 section)
Theodicy

Mon .,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Mon.,
Tues.,

Gen. Physics 1

Physics

West. Europe (Ren.-1830) Fr. Chamberlain's section
West. Europe (Ren.·1830) Mr. Gavin's section
West. Europe (Ren.·1830) Mr. Reilley's section
American to 1852
Medieval Topics
Middle Ages
Ci vii War and Reconstruction
Econ. Hist. of England to 1485

Wed., Jan. 26, 9:00
Vied., Jan. 26, 9:00
Wed., Jan. 26, 9:00
Thurs., J=. 27, 9:00
Tues., Jan. 25, 12 :30
Fri ., Jan. 28,
9:00
Mon., Jan. 24, 12:30
Tues., Jan. 25, 9:00
Tues., Jan. 25,
Tues., Jan. 25,
Tues., Jan. 25,
Fri., Jan. 28,

Rm. 229
Rm.224

Rm. 25
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.
Rm.

224
229
111
224
11

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

Rm. Ill
Rm. Ill
Rm. 111
Rm. 111

12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30

Rrn.Ill
Rm.lll
Rw. 229
Rm. 11
Rm. 25
Rm. 11
Rrn. 25

Jan. 24,
Jan. 24,
Jan. 24,
Jan. 24,
Jan. 24,
Jan. 24,
Jan. 24,
Jan. 25,

9 :00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

Rm. Ill
Rm. 208
Rm.229
Rw.202
Rm.Ch.
Rm.BI.
Rm.B I.
Rw. 209

24,
24,
24,
24,
24,
24,
24,

Tues., Jan. 25,

9:00

Rrn. Bl.

Pol. Sci.
Pol. Sci.
Pol. Sci.
Rel.ig.

I Fed. Govemment (Mon. 9:00 section)
1 Fed. Government (Tues. 9 :00 section)
140 Foreign Governments
Foundations (Tues. 10:00 section)

'l;ues.,
Tues.,
'l;ues.,
Mon.,

Jan.
Jan .
Jan.
Jan.

25,
25,
25,
24,

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

Rm. 229
Rm. 11
Rm. 225
Rw.209

Relig.
Relig.
Relig.
Relig.
Relig.
Re!ig.
Relig.
Re!ig.
Relig.

5
5
20
20
20
10
10
130
130

Foundations (Tues. 11 :00 se~tion)
Foundations (Tues. 2 :00 section)
Creation (Mon. 2 :00 section)
Creation (Tues. 10 :00 section)
Creation (Tues. 1 :00 section)
Revelation (Mon. 10:00 section)
R~vel~1ion (Mon. 1 :00 section)
Scripture 1 (Mon. 11 :00 section)
Scripture 1 (Tues. 11 :00 section)

Mon.,
Mon.,
Wed.,
\lied.,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Wed.,
Wed.,

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

24,
24,
26,
26,
26,
26, 1
26,
26,
26,

9:00
9:00
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12 :JO

Rm.Cb.
Rm.. 228
Rm. 29
Rm.Bl.
Rm.ll1
Rrn. 202
Rm. 202
Rm. 225
Rm. 29

Sociol.
Sociol.
Sociol.

1 General Sociology
149 Social Problems of City Life
171 Crime and Punishment

Mon., Jan. 24, 12 :30
Tues., Jan. 25, 9 :00
Tues., Jan. 25, 12:30

Rm. 229
Rm. 209
Rm.229

Spanish
Spanish

A

Thurs., Jan. 27, 12 :30
Thurs., Jan. 27, 12:30

Rw.224
Rm.208

Tues.,
Tues.,
Tttes.,
Tues.,
Tues.,
Tues.,

Rm.

Speech
Speech
Speech
Speech

S{l«ch
Speech

s

c

Elem. Spanish 1
lntermed. Spanish 1
I Principles (Fr.
1 Principles (Fr.
1 Principles (Fr.
3 Argumentation
3 Argumentation
3 Argumentation

Ryan's Tues. 9 :00 section)
Ryan's Tues. II :00 section)
Ryan's Wed. I :00 section)
(Fr. Ryan's Thurs. 10 :00 section)
(Fr. Ryan's Thurs. 1Z :00 section)
(Fr. Ryan's Fri. 2:00 section)

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

25,
25,
25,
25,
Jan. 25,
1an. 25,

12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30
12:30

1
Rm. 2S
Rm..111
Rw. 11

Rm. 25
Rm.lll

103
110
110
110

103
110
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The Carroll News
Edited For and By the Students of
John Carroll University
PUBLISHED bi-weekly from Oct. 1 to June I, except
during Christmas and Easter vacations, by the students of John Carroll Univ<rsity from their editorial and
business offices at U Diversity Heights, Ohio; telephone
YEllowstone 3800. Subscription rate $1 p<r year.
Moderator -···--···································· Prof. E. R. Mittinger
Editor-in-Chief .. ..................................... Paul F. Minarik, '38
Sports Editor ········-·······-··-··········· Charles W. Heaton, '38
Assistant Editors--Bernard R. Sallot, '39; Charles R. Bren•
nan, '39: Robert E. Tryon, '38; Martin McManus.
Feature Writers-Jack Lavelle, '38; Louis Horvath, '38;
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Debevec, '40; Valentine Deale, '38.
Sport~
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William O'Connor, '41.
Cartoonist ··························-··-·-·············· Norm Peritore '10
Business Manager .................................. Armos J. Loyer, '38

••• read this if
you've been slighted

• • •

W

ELL I'm all finished. And that means just
what it says. It means that there'll be no
no more pages to draw up, no more copy to read,
no more editorials to write, and no more of that
pleasant companionship that accompanies editing a
paper. In one way I'm so rry, but then I've had
my fling. And now Bernie Sallot and his crew
can take the beating.
There is only one thing that I consider worthwhile
saying at this juncture. Its' not that I dislike the
attitude of a great many people towards newspaper editors. Nor is it that they can never understand all of the clements driving an editor first
one way then another. It's not that the editor
must sometimes sacrifice his name for a story, nor
is it that the editor must necessarily be hated by
those not connected with the newspaper,
It's this. No editor ever intends malice. He is
just doing a job. He is the tool in the hands of
his bosses. He is the man who seems to hav-e the
final say, and actually is the stooge for a whole
flock of diverse interests each of which is cocksure
that it's right.
u ~have 1!v~een ·offendeJ by a !.utneothing in the Carroll News, forget it. You can bet
your last nickel I did ten minutes after I wrote it,
or read it, or even just put it in.

This isn't a plea for friends. Nor is it an apology
to anyone I might have offended. It's just a message that m!ght help my' successor, Bernie Sallot
over many a rough road.
Paul Minarik.

• • • burn that:
midnight: oil •••
EXT week we will indulge in examinations.
This is a semi-yearly enterprise on the part
of John Carroll tudents, and for that reason is
nothing novel to most of us. But to the freshmen
it i . And it is to the treshmen that this is written.

N

Semester exams are not difficult. That is, they
are not difficult if you know the answers to the
questions. But if you have missed too many
classes, if you haven't fared too well in quizzes, if
you are, in short, in a bad way, these semester
examinations can be a chance to prove to your
instructor your true merit. In other words if
you've done what you should have been doing all
semester you're in a safe spot. If you've loafed,
here is your opportunity to make amends. Carpe
diem.

••• faculty fills
christmas sock •

• •

P

ERHAPS there could have been no better selection of a Christmas Gift from the Faculty
to the tudents than the recent announcement that
the school would officially support and underwrite
the Annual. By this act it became certain that
we would have a Year Book. Ko longer harassed
by financial fears the staff is now in a pOsition to
push forward the work so far so nobly. advanced.
Of particular importance in connection with announcement was the appointment of the Rev.
Thomas Ewing S.J. as faculty advisor of the Annual and the appointment of :Mr. Fritz Graf as
faculty advisor to the Business Staff of the An-

nual. The importance of the presence of these
men working with the staff can hardly be over·
estimated. Father Ewing by his previous newspaper experience is especially qualified to ably administer his position. Mr. Graf's ability as an
accountant and his knowledge of advertising methodsods will prove of great advantage to Editor
Tom Victory and his staff.

••. champs at:
uninebriat:ion •••

O

F all the complaints against priv:.te schools
among the most frequent is the assertion that
such institutions do not train the man fully since
they do not pay sufficient heed to the social side
of a man's development. However, such is not
the case in regard to Carroll, as she not only trains
the man morally, intellectually, and physically, but
also provides for his full social development. There
is, perhaps, no better criterion of an individual's
social development than his temperance in his
mode of life. One of the most frequent expressions of a collegian's temperance is his moderation
or, sad enough, lack of it in habits of drinking.
P~oud are we to say that by this very criterion are
we able to firmly establish Carroll's right to distinction as a molder of men who are true social
beings. \Ve need only to remember the signal lack
of intoxication among Carroll men at all of their
dances and other social activities, especially in recent years, to be convinced that Carroll has in this
respect as in all other respects fulfilled her duty
and has taught her sons temperance. Thus by this
test we can be sure that Carroll has not failed as
some other private schools might, but that it has
provided the full social training for all of her

.
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Hibemating Cotnplacency .~

.
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cation on the United States' crime record is the
By Valentine D eale

WHILE ago Warden Lawes of Sing Sing
spoke before the National Educational
Association and said a few things that
may have stirred some educators from their hibernating complacency. His exact words were: "Our
splendid and so costly educational program has
done nothing-and I say advisedly nothing-to
mold the character of our people."

A

The \Varden went on to substantiate his challenging indictment with convincing statistics.
From time immemorial we have flattered ourselYes
with impressive reports over the yearly increase
in the number of schools, teachers, and pupils,
throughout our fair land. We also blissfully
enjoy the sweet belief that these lands would become happier places in which to live in proportion
to the amount of education bestowed upon our
John's and our Mary's. Crime, for instance,
should be practically nil in a few years becau e
boys and girls who are trained to appreciate the
better things in life will not grow up to be bad
men and women. The .point, as a matter of fact,
is very commendably carried-in theory anyway.

I

T therefore must have been a bit upsetting to

the banner holders of that big idea when the
Warden persisted that the only influence of edu-

·Organizations
Caricatured
Anonymous

sons.

• • • make the panther
a tender dove • • .
E MAY not have been able to boast a
string of victories in football last season,
we may not have been able to brag about our
basketball record, but we can shout to the high
heavens about our damn-good hockey team.
\Ve're tops in these parts. There's no question
about that. \Ve have to date knocked off Reserve, B- \V, and Fenn with the greatest of ease.
Kow we are going to conquer new worldstonight our undefeated icers are invading
Duquesne Gardens to tie a knot in the Panther's

W

tail.
Reports have it that Pitt has somehing of the
powerhouse traditional in all Panther oufis.
They cla-..\•ed Carnegie Tech in an overwhelming
14 to 1 victory, but then were edged by the
hefty Dukes of Duquesne. However, as fa r as
reports go, we're tough too. Plenty tough.
Tough enough to domesticate those Felines.
So, hockey men, give Pitt something to remember us by-a spill or two perhaps, but more
important, a flock of goals. Snag that game in
Pitt tonight, pave the way for a hockey championship, begin Carroll's comeback to big time
competition with a victory.

• • • don't: retreat:
from this •••
HO of us if when we have had occasion
sometime during the past to make a journey from city to city through the country, has
not invariably taken the wrong turn at one time
or another? When we did this, we recognized
our mistake and immediately retraced our steps
to the last known point to correct our error.

W

Easy to do in this case, but when we are concerned with the spiritual side of our lives, it is
hard to recognize our "wrong turn" at times,
until it is too late, and then we find it increasingly
hard to retrace our steps to the straight and
narrow. It is for this purpose, namely of finding
and correcting our spiritual error, that a retreat
is given to the students of Carroll. Upperclassmen know the value of these four day introspections. To the upperclassmen, this is a reminder
that with each succeeding year, they have one
less retreat and therefore one less chance of
setting themselves straight before leaving school.

HE last of these has come. Old Anonymous
drops his pen wit!} the rest of the seniors
and merrily wends his way. His last effort is
his impression of the different organizations of
the school. If caricatures of things could be
drawn, that's what this would be.
The Carroll Union : An august body that never
knew, does not know and never wiJI know
what it's function is.
~

T

The O ratorical Society: A Democratic group,
autocratically run, and dually active. By pursuing the rules that are rigid in their flexibility,
the Society has become the most singular
group in the school.
The Little Theater Society; That organization
which has for its function the postponing of
play dates. A speedy group with flighty ideas.
Yeah!
The Classical Club: That group in which are
discussed the pros and cons of the philosphies
of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, in Greek.
The principles of Confucius are often quoted
in the original by those members acquainted
with Chinese.
The Glee Club: Headed by the most personable
person of all of the persons at Carroll, this
organization is distinct for its distinctness.
Always capable of a capable performance, they
have often been called capable.
The Scientific Academy : Herein the boys who
are found in the labs take time out to enjoy
themselves and reap the rewards of social contact. Just to prove it once a year they have
a party!
The Commerce Club: \Yhen this group was organized they thought of nothing but the advance of commerce. Now they have evolved into
a vari-functioned society whose activities
range from commerce to business.
The Band: The snappiest little musical bunch
of fellows ever assembled, is what many people call the Carroll Band. The band has over
sixty pieces, each of which is played.
The O rchestra: The boys in the orchestra are
noted for their school spirit. Ever volunteering to play for any school function gratis, they
have earned for themselves the distinct honor
of the most school-minded organization among
all of the organizations in the school.
The Education Society: With educating future
and present educators as their purpose, the
Education Society can readily be seen to be
a Society interested in education.
The Sodality; Nothing said.
The Carroll News: Ever obliging-always truthful-edited for and by the students of john
Carroll University.

cultural elev-.. tion of criminals. Modern education,
in short, educates criminals rather than prevents
them.
Manifestly something has gone array somewhere.
What's wrong with our system and institutions
of learning? Haven't we more and bigger schools
than ever before? Haven't we hired more profs
with Ph. D.'s and whatnot behind their name?
Haven't we shoved everybody and his brother in
these mighty edifices of the Muses until they' re
sixteen?
\Veil, Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler, the top man
at Columbia, comes to our rescue-maybe. He
alibis regarding the efficacy of modern education
by blaming the "substantial collapse of the influence of the Protestant Churches" and the sub·
sequent laxity of family life for having placed
upon schools a "burden which it cannot bear and
should not be asked to bear." We too have heard
something about the breakdown of the family.
Newspapers with their front pages and divorce statistics have very effectively taught us the sordid
truth in this matter. While, however, there is no
need to doubt the sincerity of Columbia's president,
we can profitably refer to some of the courses at
that university. Particularly, opposite are these
words advertising Columbia's course on Sexual
Relationship: "Rational considerations suggest it
would be wise to extend social approval to responsible parents whether inside or outside of the marriage relationship." This course ought to turn out
some elegant young rakes. Butler doesn't have
to blame entirely the Protestant Churches for
laxity in home life !

B

UT such tommyrot, you may say, is 011ly for
those who want it. Not at all. One cannot
breathe the atmosphere of pagan culture without
being influenced in some great or small degree
by the godlessness of it all. A case very much to
the point is that of Philip Wentworth, who entered Harvard intending to be a Presbyterian minister. After he was graduated, he himself tells
us in a past Atla1~tic Mo11thfy, he had not a shred
of fai ih . And he goes on to wri~e: "Insofar as
the colleges destroy religious fai~ without sub·
stituting a vital philosophy to tak its place, they
are turning loose upon the world y ng barbarians
who h1ve been freed from disciplin of the Church
before 'fhey have learned to di.ci!>ltbc themselves." • •
Thus is summarized rather well the fundamental
incompetency of moaern education, which is se·
cular in wrap and woof. It finds its roots in
ephemeral philosophies, unproved and theories, and
colorful fancies. In its search for truth it hopelessly igno.es that God is Tmth. In attempt to
cultivate man's character it ignores the natu re of
man-that he is a composite being composed of
both body and soul. There is the fault of modern
education: It forgets that the soul of education
is the education of the soul. There is the answer
to Warden Lawes' indictment.

,..... ................................•..•..•....

I've Been Reading
A"cmymotLS

•........... ......................•........•.....

B

ARTLETT has turned out one of his best
works in FAMOUS QUOTATIONS
AND THEIR SOURCES and perhaps a
piece that will find a permanent place in our
literature as well as the libraries of the world.
In this unique volume Bartlett, as can be already
supposed, has taken our vernacular language,
(quips, puns, etc.) and traced them to their
origin, persons and circumstances, and has given
the variable usages that the language has received through the years . . . The book is a
valuable possession not only for these but for
the insight wh ich they give us of preceeding
generations. People in days gone by did not
diffe1· by much from us in their thought methods.

• • • •

T

HE FIRST rumblings of the storm that will
be called the 1940 Presidential Campaign
are being heard now. As was the case in 1928
there may be a Catholic candidate, there may
also be a woman (a Clevelander). If there is
a Catholic candidate we are going to be deluged
again with anti-Catholic literature. Michael Williams, editor of COMMONWEAL, has written a very interesting account of that campaign
and has included photostatic copies of some of
the "billingsgate' that flooded the country. The
book he has written is entitled THE SHADOW
OF THE ROPE. It would be well worth
reading.

····················· · ·· ······ · ··· · ········· · · ·· · ·· ······~I

l.. Seniors Say So Long l.

W hispers in the Dark

T is somewhat difficult to realize that this is the last time
that I will have to worry about deadlines, figure out ems
and inches, try to get articles in on time, stay at the printers
until the wee small hours of the morning and in general do
all those things which have almost become a habit. Although it was hard work and afforded plenty of worry at
times it really was worthwhile and I am going to miss it. I
consider the time s!ient both in work and play with the other
members of the Carroll News staff as the finest part of my
college life.
CHUCK HEATON.

ET\VEEN the Christmas and the pre-exam Issues of the Carroll
News, things happen. \Vhat those things are will in some
measure follow. But the things that happened that I didn't see,
hear, or hear about will not be included in this patch-work, this
hodge-podge of Kollege Kid's Kapers. For I, the whispering stooge,
am not omniscient. I'm just human. So a\\'ay with introductions,
and let me pursue my scandalous way forthwith.

~ ···· · ····· ·· ····· · · ··· ··· · · ·· · ····· · ·· ·· ················~

I

* * * *

T has been my good fortune and pleasure to be connected
with the Carroll News for the past three years. Now as
I foresee the point in the road where I give up my place before the typewriter to another, I go over those years. They
have been years filled with activities and yet I don't for the
moment regret time spent in working on the Nl!'l.us. Work
on the school paper is an added activity that the vast majority
of the student body does not take part in but it is with all
sincerity that I say, time s!ient in such an effort is equal
to that of any other activity, be it scholastic, athletic or
social. I hope that more of the student body will realize
that they are invited to an active part in their paper.
BOB TRYON.

I

* * • •

FTER watching senior members of the staff resign for
the past three years, it is with a feeling of deep regret
that I find myself in the same position-leaving the group
who has kept Carroll activities before the students so ably
and entertlliningly.
Mere words will not-they can not~press one's sentiments
at this time, and only those who are ending their membership of the staff can fully understand why one leaves the
Carroll News only with reluctance.
ARMOS LOYER.

A

*gush* once
* in* a

LL of us like to
while. That's what
we're doing here. But there's more to it than that.
·'Gush" is overdone sentiment and is out of place in a newspaper. So maybe this isn't gush. Maybe it's just human
interest. Ajld that does belong in a paper. So when I say
I'm sorry td have to leave the CaT'T'oll News, I mean it. And
the only h~man interest attached to it might be the interest
to this hurrtan being. But anyway now that I'm finished, I
would like(to thank Mr. Mittinger, Chuck Heaton, Val Deale,
·-~olJ Tryop;' Army Loyer, Jack Lavelle, Bernie Sallot, Chuck
Brennan, and Marty McManus for the personal help they
have given me. Unselfishness such as their must have some
reward.
PAUL MINARIK.
! •••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• •• • •w••• ••• •• • • • • • •• • ••• • ••••:
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Social Justice
By Tom L. Osborne
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By Jack Lavelle
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Sallot: Salutes

.

N MY mind, one of the greatest compliments ever paid
to any man was that tendered by the evangelist Matthew
to St. Joseph. He calls the foster-father of the ChristChild a "just man." What is justice, and what is its place
in the world today?

I

In general, justice is a virtue which inclines the will to give
unto others their due. There are two types, for our purpose,
of this virtue. First, there is individual justice; and, secondly,
there is social justice. The latter is of especial concern to us.
To be sure, society has its duties toward us. It must guarantee
those good things which cannot be attained by private enterprise alone. P roper living conditions, the security of homes
and lives, education, and the like are to be ours if society fulfills its obligation. However, all the rights in community existence are not on the side of the individual, and the attendant
duties on the side of the public weal. Each one of us has
obligations-and serious ones-to society. We must accept our
share -.of lawful burdens. The proper use of the franchise,
obedience to and respect for the law, financial and moral support of the government are only a few of our duties to society.
To practice the virtue of social justice, it is incumbent upon us
to give every fellow man and society itself their due. This can
be done only by lending our efforts to the furthering of community welfare in every possible way.
ODAY, more than ever, is the need for social justice felt.
In the economic sphere, it is flagrantly violated. Greed
has given rise to monopolies of money and credit. Selfishness
and exploitation are watchwords. The concentration, not only
of wealth, but.also of opportunity is an outrage. Not without
its crying evils is the social sphere.

T

Our task is to erase the evils of a decayed system. America
cannot progress if she follows her present trend. We must
make certain that we fulfill our duties to society. The principles of Catholic Action in civic affairs are to be followed by
us Catholic men, if we hope for a brighter dawn. On the other
hand, a purging of today's system is necessary. We are to
make sure that we assume no more than an equal share of
society's burdens and taxes. We must make sure that we have
an equal share of its favors.

.

By Bernard R. Sallot
.~························································~
.:

ACH one of us who has had the privilege of attending
a University or school of any sort and who has indulged wholeheartedly in sporting events, has a pretty
fair knowledge of the field of sports as a whole. The athlete
gains his knowledge through his active participation, and
those who are less gifted physically gain theirs from a
vantage point in the grandstand. Therefore, when I speak
of a relay race, everyone knows what I mean. \Ve all know
how a relay race is run, how one man carries the baton arow1d
the track and passes it to his companion who in turn starts
off around the track, spurred on by an encouraging gesture
or word from the teammate who has just passed him the
stick. In the fraction of a second in which this occurs, there
is no time for a pat on the back for the man who has just
done his part, all are concentrated on the victory just ahead
which the team must gain.

E

IRST: \Ve all remember the night-or do we? Nobody met Dave Ferrie's
date. But when they went down the basement of Dave's house, they found
it bedecked with St. Patrick's palms ... Bill Sims was tired after toting Helen
Cash around all night ... Seen at the Pi Sig party: Two girls sitting in a corner
crying. Vince Fornes and Bob Williams getting air. A huge, delicious looking
(and tasting) cake .... And quite a cro\vd of Carroll's men, and some dates, at
Guppy O'Malley's. Tom Corrigan is still talking about it. Old friend \Valdorf
Gavin was there too ... If you were Tom O'Connor's father, would you be
T this time of the year the Carroll News may be comsatisfied with a flat tire excuse on New Year's day? ... ·walter Barth's date
pared to a relay race. The editor who has carried the
became tied up with many patients ... Lights were blue at the "C" Club jam
''stick" for the Carroll N eu:s for the past year, passes it on
out here ... Daybreak.
to his successor and drops off the track. His duty has been
ECOND: The Annual Dance: These things are guaranteed to be things not done, he has added one more lap toward the ultimate goal.
caught in Ed Rambousek's candid camera: Jim Moraghan and Mary Ann However, there is one difference. In this race, seconds do
Wetzel trying to tell and not tell respectively why they weren't at the not count, we are not pressed for time. And so, we will
Case basketball game together. But they were at the hockey game the night reverse the situation. The men who receive the stick will
before, and then they rode home in Jim's Robin Egg Blue Chevvy Cab . . . pause to administer a well earned pat on the back to those
Bob Tryon and Billie Sulzman seen together once . . . Oy! Oy; Oy! Ralph who are leaving. To Paul Minarik, Chuck Heaton, Val
Shea got his date at the May Co. the afternoon of the dance. Don't worry, her Deale, Bob Tryon, Jack Lavelle, and Armos Loyer. These
men arc leaving, they have resigned their positions. Now
name was Sheehan ... Ed Willard and Lucille }.fuller did all right when somethey may sit back, devote their time to their studies and
body played "Lights Out." And so did many others. But the climax occurred modestly though unexpectant, await the commendations of
when Paul Smith lit a match and said " \Vh ere's my date?" ... AI \.Yeiler and the fellow men. These men are modest. They expect no
J can McNamara were just there ... Jeanne Beaumont was with Larry Kelley, praise for their work, e.xcept the satisfaction to themselves
and that's a long ride to save money by picking a small young lady ... Tom of a job well done. It is up to us, out of our hearts to give
Peoples may not have been the cause of 11ary Alice Houck's tears, but some- it to them.
body was ... Joe Murphy and Dorothy Sherod finally went to an East Side
HOSE f
h
.
o us w o rematn on the staff to carry on have
k
d
.
h
h
. d wt'tl1 t hem
affatr ... George Holzhem1er dtdn t let a httle thmg hke a ticket prevent him
wor e wtt t ese men an d have assoctatc
f)I'om ,showing the crowd the intricacies of the Big Apple ...... And at the for th e pas t year. w e are m
· a post·t·ton t o k now th em and
dance there were:
to know their work. To Paul, a regular guy to work for,
TAGS that didn't have dates: Vin LaMaida, who did the phony work at the whose initiative and_forcsight brought ~~ny modem im_provescale; Hank Nowak, who wore a suit; Bob Heutschc, who's date was sick ments to the paper m make-up and wntmg, whose abthty for
in bed; John Parnin, who was the best fly; Joe Connelly, who can get the most leadership kept his men in good spirits and yet obtained the
air in a full glass; Jack Heffernan who will surely need a haircut for next semes- most work from them, we extend the heartiest pat of all.
ter's exams; George Fuerst, ·who managed the recording machine. And don't To Chuck, whose sport page was one of the many bright
lights of the paper, to Bob, who so ably assisted Chuck in
f orget the ...
presenting his sport page to the students, to Val, whose keen
TAGS that did have dates: Jim Callahan, who did a good job of provoking sense of wit and \'E-il~d- sense of cynicism tilrough·-fw.. ~
Marty Sweeney; Bill Normile, who did a solo hand-shaking routine while gave the students many enjoyable reading moments, to Jack
Marge Slattery fought he'r own battles; and nine-tenths of the rest of them ... the "\Vhisperer," whose column was the most sought after
feature of the News, and finally, to Armos, whose sense of
Johnny Meilinger took Rita Goerke, and the blonds did all right together.
respons ibility relieved Paul of much of the business detail
HIRD: Just stuff: Regis :McGann stood up Hope \Vard on a sick excuse
of the paper, we extend an equally hearty pat.
last Friday ... Joke-the Case Debaters during the course of their contest These men have done a praiseworthy job of running their
with Notre Dame, "\Vho wouldn't misuse facts with two such beautiful ladies part of the race. They de erve our thanks. We, the men
opposing them?" Marge Scheucher and Harriet Trossen were the "beautiful of the new staff who succeed them feel that we express the
ladies." ... Gene Kirby made a bet with "Rhythmaid" Mary Kay Hendrickson sentiments of the entire student body when we say " ice
that he wouldn't have a date with her until the night of the Campus Club Dance. work, fellows, and lots of luck."
It's quite possible that he'll win. Any guy that can work on 1 ew Year's Eve
can do quite easily without the feminine element .. . John Zerbe, Cyril LaVoie,
Ed Rambousek, and Jack Heffernan are learning what retribution is. They are
invited to Erie as escorts. And for a Prom, after having done the girls to the
Big Barn Dance last fall . . . Jack Nealon cuts quite a figure on his skates.
By "Slim" Mort:on
Just watch him after any hockey game in the middle of the ice ... Bob Mulcahy The more I see of this little blonde, the more I think somemaking and paying off on the most stupid bet of the year after the B-W game
thing ought to be done about it.
... Bill Cosgrove made Merry Nell with the B-W goalie that replaced the inThe more I think something ought to be done about it,
jured Simpkins . .. It's a wonder the Yellow Jackets were any good at all after
the more I think I ought to be the one to do it.
Tim Victory lost one of their practice pucks on the Rocky River lagoon a few
The more I think I ought to be the one to do it, the more
nights before the game.
I think I had better see less of this little blonde.
OURTH: More Stuff: Prediction-John Carroll's 1938 Prom Committee:
* * * *
Bob Heutsche, Chairman; Ed Rambousek, Honorary Chairman; Jim Car- Women have two lips.
A lip is an edge or border.
roll, Tom Osborne, Jim Wilson, Jim Osborne, Bernie Sallot, Bill Duffin, Jack
Heffernan, and Jack Forhan. Coming Attractions: The Campus Club Dance at A border is a boundary.
A boundary is a check.
the Statler with Billy Tormile and Marge Slattery pouring, a novelty at Carroll
Affairs. Hal Zeiger's music. Bids '1.75 ... The Little Theatre's effort, "Riddle Checks are legal tender in payment of debt.
Therefore, a woman is doubly able to pay her own bills.
Me This." Leads are Jim McCrystal, Joe Sowa, and Phil Lawton. Here's a
mystery, comedy and good time all wrapped up in one night . . . Jan. 23-28 Why can't my girl see that?
Exams as if you didn't know . . . Tonight Carroll plays Pittsburgh to show 'em
* * *
how tough we grow hockey players . . . And sometime after the exams the A nice girl is hard to find.
So is a collar button, as they usually roll under the dresser.
senior class will slop up a little something .that comes in barrels.
That's obscurity.
IFTH: Anything goes: George ·Martin, '37 and Eileen Manion sitting one
Obscurity is unknown.
out at the Annual Dance ... Joe Sullivan, '37, waking up in time to take
So is a nice girl.
Rosemary Holden to the Triangle Show New Year's nite . . . Bernie Sallot
* * * •
finally got a date for New Year's Eve with e.-< Jeanne Edel, but she wasn't I love you; therefore I am a lover.
first choice ... Chuck Brennan was well wished on the way home from the
All the world loves a lover.
Annual Dance. The occasion was his becoming a man, and the girl of course was You are all the world to me; therefore you love me.
Janet Holden ... Retarding the rush at the post office during the Christmas
* is *a principal.
* *
holidays were: Ken Lucha, Lou Sulzer, Charlie Kaps, Ray 1\IcGorray, Chic The head of a high school
Mazanec, Mark Blynn, Dan Mormile and a flock of others ... Jim Wilson and
The principal is a large amount of money.
Hazel Leslie were at the N.D. Jack Frost Frolic together, though you may not A large amount of money is an extraordinarily lucky parlay.
have known it if you were there ... At the same affair Bill Deckman, '37, was
People who play parlays are dopes.
dateless and nobody would let him cut in ... The advance sale on the Overlook Therefore the head of a high school is a dope.
Rd. Tea Pouring Shindig was exactly one-two-three-four-five-six-seven-eight
... And if any of you haven't noticed the difference those new ice skates that Familiarity breeds contempt.*
Val Deale carries in a box to hockey games has made in him, he'll give you a
Contempt is what we have for villains.
private swing ... Interviewer McManus is su pected of seeking an audience Villains are nasty men in plays.
with the president. Marty made a trip to Washington over the week-end and
Plays are what they have on Broadway.
the whole set-up js very mysterious. How about it 11arty? An interview with
is a street in New Yor~.
Broadway
the President for the first issue under the new regime? . .. And speaking of new
New York is a big city.
regimes, congratulations to Bernie Sallot on the editorship. And that concludes
Therefore, familiarity breeds a big city.
my whispering campaign. So long, gang!
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A Letter to The Judges of
Name The Annual Contest:
January 19, 1938
Judges of the • arne the Annual Conte~t
John Carroll University
Gentlemen:
I propose t hat t he name Of the Annual
be Carroll '38. Also, I am taking this
opportunity-and I trust not presum).)tuously so--to forward some reasons for
my selection.

Annual Name
Should Mean Something
First of all, it is patent that the name
of Carroll's annual should truly mean
something to its owner. That name
should have a genuine significance to
those Carrollers who regard the annual
as a signal achievement. Not only
should the name possess a happy denotation-most any ordinary name has that
-but also, and most important I belie\·e, a stirring, pregnant connotation.
In other words, the name on the cover
should have a very definite connection
with what is between the covers. But,
gentlemen, the dominant and most cherished idea of all that is between those
covers is Carroll. Carroll, that's the
point of the whole book, and nothing
but Carroll. Other schools may have
their "Chime's," their "Archive's," their
"Quadrennium's," their t"Towcr's" and
"Dome's," and their "Hilltop's," and
"Shadow's," but let us have a name that
honestly identifies our annual with what
it is all about-Carroll. Moreover,
while those names have sensible denotations, their actual connotations are
practically nil. On the other hand, what
other name could offer us more abundant
connotations, what other name could
arouse so quickly memories of college
days than the one dear word Carroll?

Wednesday, January 19, 1938

Philosopher

Frolic(Contimted from Page I)
Giblin, Louis Sulzet, Charles Kaps,
John Meilinger, Vincent Collins,
hledard Nolan, Regis MsGraw, and
James McCrystal. Acting in the ca·
pacity of honorary chairman of the
affair is Willia1;11 Duffin, President of
the Sophomore class.

year, just as the class of '39 will be featurcd next year and so on. There is no
one to whom an annual is dearer than
the graduating senior. He is the one
reason why annuals are made. He is the
one who is leaving the school. He is
the one who slowly turns the pages of
Iris annual in future years reviving fond
;·eminiscence. There is no one who will
treasure this year's annual more than a
member of the class o£ '38. There is no
one who will treasure next year's annual
more than a member o£ the class o£ '39.

At the same time that the orchestra
was named in the committee meeting,
it was decided by the members to serve
refreshments to the attending couples.
They will consist of ice cream, cake and
coffee.

The name Carroll '38 or Carroll '39 will
mean more to him, will bring to life
again more poignantly his days at Carroll
than any other title that man can conceive. For other classes, too, Carroll '38
or Carroll '39 or Carroll '40 will be a
mark of explicit identification of what a
particular annual is all about. "It was
in my sophomore year, that was '38, when
I first debated; in '39 I was associate
editor of the Carr oft News; and in '40gct that big book up there, Carroll '40and in '40, your old grandpap graduated ..."

John Meilinger and Vincent Collins,
members of the committee will be in
·charge of decorating the hall for that
night. Both men promise something
entirely different in that line and promise to make the atmosphere as cheerAlong with the Rev. William J. Murphy,
S.]., Rev. Leonard Otting, S.]., attended ful as possible for the dancers.
the National Philosophical Convention Zeiger is well known for his individual
held in New York City on December 29th interpretations of swing music th roughand 30th. This convention, an annual af·
fair is attended by all of the well known out the city's collegiate circles and his
philosophers and always has a large num- reputation for the past year has been
constantly growing on that basis.
ber of prominent speakers.

At Worst Identifies
What, Who and When

The affair is schedul ed to begin at 9 :00
p. m. and will be continued until the
serving of refreshments. Normile has also
arranged some interesting entertainment.

Big Four Editors
Form Association

At its best Carroll '38 seems to me to be
the most suggestive, provocative, and ap·
propriate name possible; at its worst, it
Big Four Editor's Association that
at least identifies the "What," the "\Vho"
aims at establishing contacts other
and the "\Vhen" of the annual, and that
than athletic ones between the Big Four
itself is more than other names do.
Colleges was formed last month when
Lastly Carroll '38 is different. And it the Editors of the Case Tech, The Baldis different in a way that lends distinc- win-Wallace Exponent, The Reserve
tion. All other names seem common- Tribune, the Reserve Red Cat and the
place; Carroll '38 is in a class by itself; Carroll News met in the offices of the
Carroll '38 is unique.
Reserve Tribune.
Thanking you for this opportunity of ex- Bert Lynn, who was instrumental in the
Features Each
pressing myself on a subject close to me, Association's formation was elected chairYear's Senior Class
I am,
man of the group. Paul F. Minarik repRespectfully yours,
The idea of Carroll '38 is obvious. It
resented the Carroll News at the meetValentine Deale '38.
is the class of '38 that is featured this
ing.

Conduc~ Con~es~

For

Educa~ion

MY, CHU881NS,

'THERE CERTAII-JLY
ARE A LOT OF
E:XCITING
A1TRACTION S
HER!=

H~ HO, HO, I'VE NEVER
SO MUCH IN MY
LJFG . lt4ESE MIRRORS
MAKE US LOOK' SO FUNNY.
JACK, YOU MUST LOOK
IN 'THE NE~T ONE

ONDAY an announcement which
came from the office of the Rev.
Edward ]. Bracken, S. J., and was sub·
sequently posted on the bulletin board,
stated that the annual John Carroll
Education Essay Contest was now under
way.
Ever since the inauguration of the Education Society into the school activities
the essay contest has been an annual
affair. All students who have registered
for Education subjects are ~igible to
enter the contest.
For the first time since the inception
of the contest, several titles have been
offered this year to the student, from
which he may make his selection. The
titles which have been offered are:
Changing Concepts of a Liberal Education, Adult Education, General vs. Vocational Education, The Totalitarian State
and Education, On Catholic Schools, and
Catholic in Anything But Name.
The submitted essay must be approximately ·four thousand words in length
to be eligible to enter the competition
for the Education Medal.
Besides general thought trend and development and the style in which it is
written, the essay must show definite
signs that the writer is well versed in
·the latest books and periodicals dealing
with the subject of Education.

MAKES

YOU

LAU~:J14ED

For lively, vigorous talks with
friends and relatives back home,
phone frequenily. If's a tonic if
you're lonely. li relieves tedium
and adds a sparkle to normal
existence. Offhand you might
think this an expensive pleasure, but look at the night and
Sunday rates shown below.
You can phone FREQUENTLY
at low cost.

THE OHIO BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

ASK THE EX PERl ENCED PIPE-SMOKERS!
THEY KNOW A GOOD BUY IN TOBACCOPRINCE ALBERT. IT'S NO·BITE TREATED
FOR MILDNESS-CRIMP CUT
TO PACK AND DRAW RIGHT!
SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prinee Albert. If :rou
don't find it the mellowest, ta.atieat pipe tobac.c.o you
ever smoked. return the pocket tin with the rest of
the tob.c.co in it to us at any time within a month
from thi• date, and we will refund full purchase priee.
plus posta8'e. (Si,ned ) R. J. Reynoldo Tobacco Co.
Winotoa .Salem, North Carolina

50

pipeful• <.>f fraa-rant t<.>bacco in
every 2·oz, tin of Prince Albert

3 TALKATIVE 'MINUTES
AT THE NIGHT AND SUNDAY

STATION-TO-STATION RATE

112
180
260
300

miles
miles
miles

miles

Medal

M

A

j

·A

only
only
only
only

35c
SOc
65c
70c
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Mayor l-larold Burton Outlines Plans for Annexing
Suburbs to Cleveland for Carroll News Reporter
By Martin J. McManus, Jr.

"\Vhat then is the history of the movement for annexation of the six large
suburbs at the present time," asked the
writer, "and just what procedure must
be followed in order to effect this annexation?"

"B ELIEVI~G

that the best interests
of the citizens of Greater Cleveland call for a greater sharing of their
joint governmental opportunities and responsibilities than is possible under the
laws now governing the City of Cleveland and its immediate suburbs, I have
urged that steps be taken to distribute
the burdens of city government more
nearly in proportion to the benefits received than is now the case.'' In these
words, the Hon. Harold Burton, 'Mayor
of Cleveland spoke humbly to the Carroll
News correspOndent of his part in the
current movement for the merger . of
Cleveland with Lakewood, East Cle\·eland, Cleveland Heights, Shaker Heights,
Parma and South Euclid.

I

Points Out
Advantages of Merger
"Even a passing glance," continued
Mayor, "at such sample functions as
water system, sewage disposal system. the
street and highway systems, the traffic
control system, the Park system as it extends beyond the city limits, and the
Health service, shows that some mean
shvuld be taken to distribute the financial
burden of their construction and the expense of their operation more equitably
among all who benefit from them than
by leaving the entire load on the taxpayers of the City of Cleveland.

"Another consideration which carries
much weight, to my mind, in favor of
closer co-operation, is the fact that there
are many who work in Cleveland and live
in one of the adjacent suburbs, and merely
because of this fact they have absolutely
no Yoice in the government of the city
in which they spend such a great part of
their lives and upon the success of which
their own prosperity depends.

so as to proYide for county home rule,
and to permit the adoption of county
charters to fit the needs of the respective
counties. Such an amendment was presented to the General Assembly in 1929,
and in a modified form was adopted by
the people of Ohio in 1933.

County Charter
Committee Elected

"Under this new authority, the voters of
Cuyahoga County, in 1934, elected a
County Charter Commission to draft a
charter for this county. The County
Writer Asks About
Charter, so drafted, was put to a vote
History of Annexation
in the elections of 1935 and was approved
"vVell," began Mayor Burton, in his by a majority vote both in the county and
friendly way, ''that is a long story and to in Cleveland."
give you a complete picture it will be As the reader will no doubt remember
necessary to go back at least to 1927 when this was the Charter Comm ission of
the active efforts were made in this di- which Mayor Burton served as Chairman.
rection. At that time, there was set up In being elected to this office the Mayor
the Regional Government Committee of gave an indication of his wide popularity
Four Hundred for the purpose of deter- by leading tbe ticket.
mining the best course to be pursued in
bringing about simplification of our gov- "However," went on the Mayor, "the
ernmental structure. At that time it was County Charter was not approved by the
determined that one way to do this would necessary vote to make it effective in that
be to proceed on a county-wide basis. On form." Noticing the puzzled glance of
a county-wide basis it was felt that there the writer, Mayor Burton said, "The reashould be some form of a 'Borough son for that aga in requires some explanasystem' in which each municipality would tion.
take care of its purely local matters, County Charter l\fust
whereas, the matters of county-wide inPass Four Hurdles
tcrcst would be given over to the county.
Howe1·er, under the Constitution of the "Under the State Constitution a county
State of Ohio there was no provision for cha rter that transfers any municipal
the establishment of the 'Borough system.' powers to the county must pass the soAccordingly, the first step in our total called 'four hurdles.' This means that the
program (which we estimated would take measure must 6e approved by ~ majority
about fifteen years for completion), was vote (1) in the county, (2) in the largest
the amendment of the State Constitution city of the county, (3) in the county out-

l

Iofsideallofthesuchmunicipalities
city, and ( 4) in a majority
townships in
~d

th~

county. However, a charter dealing
only with county powers need only obtain
a majority vote in the county. Our new
charter was passed by a majority vote
both in Cleveland and in Cuyahoga
County thus passing two hurdles but it did
not get by the other two hurdles. Opponents of the charter then brought a lawsuit to establish the claim that the charter
vested certain municipal powers in the
county and therefore could not become
effective without passing all four hurdles.
Although the charter itself specifically
contained a clause saying that the charter
should not be construed as an attempt to
vest municipal powers in the county, the
State Supreme Court held that some of
the powers vested in the county were in
their nature municipal and that therefore
the charter could not take effect.

People Reject Proposal
For New Charter
"In 1936 there was submitted a proposal
to elect another Charter Commission in
Cuyahoga County but the people rejected it.
"The present movement for the merger
of Cleveland with its immediate suburbs
is a much simpler matter. It does not
proceed on a county-wide basis. It can
take effect between any two adjoining
municipalities when each of them approves by a majority vote the terms of a
propOsed merger. This movement has
nothing to do with a merger of schools
and school districts.
These are in·
dependent of the cities and would not be
merged by the merger of the cities themselves."

HE SEllS TOBACCO TO THEM AlL
But Branch Bobbitt,l.k_e
so many other independent
experts, prefers Luckies •••
"AT AUCTIONSinmywarehouse

f i in Farmville, North Carolina,"
says Mr. Branch Bobbitt, "the
higher the tobacco sells for, the
better my profits. So I'm always
glad to see Lucky Strike buyers in
there bidding. They know what
they want and they'll keep bidding
right up until they get it.
"Well -in a cigarette-it's the
tobacco that counts. I know tobacco and I know what tobacco is
in what cigarettes. So that's one

reason I've smoked Luckies for 5
or 6 years."
Mr. Bobbitt represents the "aris·
tocracy" of tobacco experts. He
judges the tobacco that the growers
grow. He's impartial, not connected
with any cigarette manufacturer.
Many other experts agree with
Mr. Bobbitt. Sworn records show
that, among independe~t tobacco
experts, Luckies have twice as many
exclusive smokers as have ill the
other cigarettes combined.

HAVE YOU HEARD THE CHANT OF
THE TOBACCO AUCTIONEER?
Llaten to "Your Hollywood Parcade"
Wed .• NBC, 10 p.m .. E.S. T.

"Your Hit Para de"
Sot., CBS, 10p.m., E.S.T .

"Your Nowa Parade"
Mon. thru Fri., CBS, 12,15 p.m., E.S. T.

"Melody Puules"
Mon., NBC,

a,oo.a,JO p. m., E. S. T.

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO
BEST-IT'S LUCKIES 2 TO 1

Wedn esday, January 19,
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By Chuck Heaton

About the
Cagers
The cagers after a fair start seem
to be slipping do'm hill and will
have to get into high if they hope
to salvage any threads of glory
out of this basketball season.
There does not seem to be any
definite answer to the question
"What is the matter with the
cagers this year?" The answer
probably lies in a variety of reasons. The squad is dominated by
sophomores and where you find
sophomores you always find "jitters," "stage fright'' and a variety
of diseases common only to that
group. They sorely miss Captain
Dan Mormile who was a steadying influence on the team. No adequate substitute has yet been found to play that
guard position. Ed Willard, who was
doing a fair job at this spot suffered a
shoulder injury in the scrimmage Sunday and may be out for the season.
Ken Fier!e or Bill Thomas will get a
crack at the job and I believe that either
of them can fill the bill.
Coach T om Conley has had difficulty
in detez:ft!in iug-"tAfl p_v~ best boys and
-~resent Jack Spallino and Ray M cGorray are probably the only two assured of a starting spot. Spallino is a
good ball player and in my opinion has
the makings of a star. McGorray is
small and has played well on defense
and may start popping long ones any
night. Drorno and Young have been
alternating at the other forward and
there is not much to choose between
them. The former is probably the better natural player but he likes his points
too well. The center position is also
pretty much of a toss-up between lanky
Slim Rudich and Al Sutton. Slim's
chief weakness consists in his attempts
to make impossible shots from any and
all positions on the floor.
Defensive weaknesses have spelled defeat in the majority of games this season but this is something which practice can eradicate. The Streaks have
shown themselves capable in the past
of defeating "one man" ball clubs.
Baldwin- Wallace falls under this category and I feel that Carroll may start
the upward climb next aturday.

Carroll Salutes
An Athlete
The injury to Dan Mormile in the
Case game wrote finis to the athletic
career of the best all-around athlete in
the senior class at Carroll. Although
never a sensational player, he possessed
qualities of leadership which made him
a steadying influence on the football
field as well as on the basketball floor.
He was especially valuable this year
in the capacity of holding young, inexperienced teams together. The shoulder injury which has repeatedly dogged
him at Carroll has been chronic and
will permanently affect his athletics.
He proved his courage and gameness
by participating in basketball this year
with the almost certain premonition
that his shoulder would not hold up
through the entire campaign. In my
estimation he personifies the ideal athlete and sets .a high goal in spirit and
loyalty which I hope future Carroll
leaders may attain.

Pitt: Goalie Gets a Workout:

Sat:urday

• • • •

The none-too-successful Carroll
cagers make their next start of
the season when they do battle
with the Yell ow Jackets of Baldwin-\rVallace in another Arena
game.

SCORING LEADERS
G.
Ed Arsenault ( Carroll) .... l 6
Fred Rancourt (Carroll) .. 8
Allen Carron (Reserve) .... lO
Bill Kelley (Reserve) ...... 5
Geo. Grabner (Reserve) .. 4
Bud Forward (Reserve) .. 2
Tom Keane (Reserve) .... 2
Jack Maynard (B.-W.) .... 4

The Jackets haven't a great team
this year but they have a fighting
outfit that has managed to make
real contests out of every start
this season. The Bereans have
dropped two games so far, losing
to Reserve and Akron. In the first
game at the Arena several weeks
ago they sprang somewhat of an upset
when they defeated Case, Big Fou r
champs of last year. Last Saturday the
Jackets played host to a tough Akron
outfit and came out on the short end
of the score. This brought their average
for the season to fou r victories out of
six starts.

Davidson Leads
Yellow J ackets
The main cog in the Jacket machine is
Bill Davidson, husky center who makes
up in fight and spirit what he lacks in
cage finesse. He plays the pivot position, handles the ball well, shooting in
a manner reminiscent of Gene Wotan-

Tennis

_ki. His shots under the basket are of
the type which are conducive to fouls
and he scores many of his points by the
charity route. He has been the leading
scorer of his team in every contest this
year and totals 102 points for the six
games in which he has played.

Watts, Arnold
At Forwards

Streak leers
Invade Pitt
By Joe Follen
The Carroll Hockey team had a brief
scrimmage against the Shaker outfit. on
the latter's rink last night in preparaion for their game tonight, the boys
will leave for Pitt U. from the Erie
Station at 1 o'clock today.

Due to th e fact that Sonja H enie will
remain over an extra day the CarrollBaldwin W allace game will be held on
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock and will
be followed by the Case- Reserve game.

At a rece nt meeting of the Athletic
Board it was det ermined to give
awards to the tennis team. The
following men will receive the net
award: Ken F ierle, Gene Kirby,
J im Smith, Tom Sweeney, and
Chuck Heaton. (Incidentally the
netters had a successful season
last year winning five out of seven
matches.

1938

Ed Arsenault

Grid Ske~
Announced
HE Carroll football schedule for the
1938 season has been completed.
Dayton, one of Carroll's traditional
rivals, does not appear on the list as no
date suitable for both teams could be
arranged. The night of the CarrollDayton game in Cleveland last season
mention was made of a discontinuance
of relations between the two schools but
this statement was later retracted. Dayt~1 as a member of the Buckeye Conference has of late shown a tendency to
prefer league tilts and this also. may have
something to do with the severing of connections.
Since the last issue of this paper
Detroit Tech has been definitely selected
as an opening contest. Although their
gridders have not appeared in Cleveland
for the past few years their cagers are
well known to college basketball followers in the city. They should provide a good criteria for the 1938 Streak
grid machine.

Football Sked
Sept. 23-*Detroit T ech ...... Here
Sept. 30-*Bowling Green ...... H e r~
' O ct. 7-*Baldwin-Wallace .... H e re
Oct. 13-~'YoungstQwn Col...There
Oct. 22-Case .......................... Here
Oct. 28-*Kent ........................ Here
Nov. 5-Toledo .................... There
N ov. 12-Reserve .....: ............ There
Nov.19-Akron ........................ Here
*N ight Game

T

lnt:ramurals

Ent:er Secon
· d

-

r

Half or Play

The forwards for the Carroll game will
In a play-off fo r the lead in the Blue
probably be Wade Watts and Hugh
L eague the Whirlwinds led by George
Arnold, a pair of pint sized sophomores
Noel and Jack D eWan defeated the
who have shown plenty of ability. They
are both better than average on long
Sharpshooters, 24-14. It was a r ough,
shots. If Heinmiller is in shape he
hard fough t battle all th e way but the
will play one of the guards and he is
W h irlwinds had too much skill for the
the aggressive ·type of player that
always spells trouble for the opposifoo tball playing Sharpshooters.
tion. Carpenter or Shertzer will get the Youn gstown on Schedule
call at the other guard spot, with the
) With
:ask;ball activity
For First Time
latter probably having the edge because
approaching
the
half-way
ma rker four
The remainder of the schedule remains
of his work in the Akron game.
as was. That is the Streaks fol low De- outfits, the Sharpshooters, ·Foreigners,
Chuckovits
troit Tech with Bowling Green and Whirlwinds, and Not-So-Hots, lead the
Leads Rockets
Baldwin-Wallace. Youngstown College
Before the next issue of this publica- will be met on Thursday, Oct. 13, in a field of fifteen teams. By virtue of their
tion the Streaks will also have en- night game at Youngstown. This is a record of five wins and no losses the
countered Toledo, Kent, and Detroit . newcomer to Carroll grid followers. Sharpshooters paced by Joe Palguta lead
The Rockets have a fine outfit led by Case will be met at the Stadium on the Blue League.
the high scoring Chuck Chuckovits, the 22nd of October and Kent will again
one of the fine t basketball players in play in a night game on the following Foreigner s T op Field
the state. Chuckovits broke the record Friday. The remaining teams, Toledo, In Gold Leagu e
for scoring when he tossed in 41 points Reserve, and Akron will be met in that Close upon the heels of the Sharpin a game earlier in the season but was order on successive Saturdays.
shooters follow the Whirlwinds with
only king for a short time--until the The Streaks will really be sticking four victories and no defeats. The
Duquesne massacre. Toledo is a high their chins out when they play these Whirlwinds bui lt around tl1 ree fo rmer
scoring outfit and will get plenty of last three games as they will be encoun- Cathedral Latin varsity basketball stars,
points but their defense is reputed to teriug some of the best outfits in the Lavelle, DeWan, and Noel, are cons idbe somewhat weak. This should be a st~e. Toledo, a newcomer to the sched- ered by many of the "sideline experts" to
free scoring affair with plenty of ac- ule had a great team of young players be the best team in either league. The
tion.
las~ year and expects an even better I remaining team~ in t!1e Blue League
Carroll lost a decision to Kent earlier season this year. Doc Spears is doing · have not been ImpresSive thu$ far.
this season but may get revenge for the masterminding at that institution. In the Gold League the Foreigners
thi in their next encounter with the Nothing need be said about Reser.ve's have captured five contests and dropped
Flashes. However this return game will power and Akron, under: Junmy Aiken one to top the field . Their sparkplug
be played on the Kent floor and they always turns out a tough ball club.
is lanky Freedman, one time Holy Name
are hard boys to beat on their own
The Streaks will play four night games star, who has been the outstanding per:stamping ground. The Detroit game this year. Besides the Kent game, De-, former of this season's campaign. Folhas been moved up to Saturday, Feb. troit Tech,. Bowling Green and Baldwin- lowing the Foreigners come the Not-So13 instead of the 12th and will probably Wallace Will all be met m nocturnal en- Hots having four victories and one debe played at our own gym.
counters.
feat. In Fiorilli the Not-So-Hots have

)ntran~ura~

I

I

A.
3
3
1
2
3
5
4
1

P.
19
11
11
7
7
7
6
5

L ooking for new fields to conquer
John Carroll's hockey team invades P ittsburgh tonight and tangles
with the U niversity of Pittsburgh
icers at Dusquene Gardens. While
nothing defini te is known concerning the strength of Pitt's hockey
team enthusiastic foll owers, who
have watched the Streaks sweep all
local opposition aside, are not apprehensive about the final outcome
of tonight's contest.
Carroll Overcomes First
Offensive Sally
On J an. 9 at the Arena the
Streakes met and defeated Baldwin.-\:Vallace for the second time
since the incepti on of the inter-city
hockey league. T his victory further strengthened Carroll's firm
grasp upon first place and gave
loyal rooters another chance to cheer
what very likelY. ~ill . b~_t)le first cha!11pionship team that Carroll has had in
quite a few years.

Jackets '
Score First
A sudden sally by the Yellow Jackets
in the opening mni utes of play momentarily dazzed the Ca rroll boys and enabled Jack Maynard, J acket left-w inger,
to knock in the fi rst goal. The Jackets'
lead was upset about eight minutes later
when AI Sutton reg istered Carroll's fi rst
point. Fo ur mi nu tes after Sutton's score
Arsenault catapul ted in his fi rst goal of
the evening to give Carroll a lead which
they never relinquished. At the first
intermission Car ro ll lead 2-1.

Arsenault
Leads Scoring
Once Carroll took the lead they were
never challenged. As in previous games
the individual star of the evening was
Ed Ar senault who, while skating rings
around his opponents, collected a total of
five goals. H is buddy, F red Rancourt,
shared the honors as the spearhead of
the Carroll attack. Besides Arsenault,
Rancourt, and Sutton Jack Murray, aggressive Irishman . from Fort Wayne,
managed to push across his first goal
of the season. T he fin al score was Carroll 8 and B.- W. 2. T he victory brought
Carroll's total of wins against local
teams to four.
H O CKEY SQUAD
No. Name
Position
1-Ryan, Dan ........................ Goalie
2-Arsenault, Ed .................. L. W.
3-Wilson, Jim .......................... R.D.
4-Manofsky, John ................ R.W.
5-Zemba, George .................... R.D.
6-Hoctor, Joe .......................... L.W.
7-Sutton, AI ·····-·························· C.
8-Lempges, Ted .................... L.D.
9-Murray, Jack ·············-······· R.W.
10-Quayle, Joe .......................... L .D.
11-Rancourt, Fred ...... ............ C.
the best long shot a rtist of the pack.
The Barons-sole team to conquor the
Foreigners-fill the place positiop. Ronan
and Armstrong are the key men of the
Barons. Again th is yea r the intramural
league is undei· the supervision of Assistant Coach Gene Oberst who is ably
assisted by junior manager, Frank
Devlin.
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Cagers Hit
Skids After
Early Wins
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Gaul Teaches Streak Backs

••

By Marty McManus

Anyone who was among Notre
Dame's unofficial alumni and an
ardent follower of the team through
the radio during 1934 and 1935
(and who wasn't) will undoubtedly
well remember the name of the field
general for those years, F rank
Gaul. Gaul whose ability as a
player was acclaimed by the many
thousands who have seen him perform was also recognized as a competent teacher of the game even in
his own playing days. Ample proof

best. This year was also one of Notre
Dame's best in recent years. In that
year the "Fighting Irish" won seven
games, were tied by Army, and lost only
one-to the ferocious Wildcats of North- ·,
western.

B y Georg e O tto
Outmanned and outplayed throughout
the game but never retreating, the CarPlayed Quarterback
roll courtmen bowed to a strong, wellUnder
Layden Reaime
balanced Akron five at the University
e also furnished
This same year of 1935
last Wednesday night by the score of
Gaul with his greatest thrill of football
42-22. Never conceeded a chance, as the
when he scored the only touchdown of
Zippers who beat Penn State, victors
his college career in the Navy game.
of Reserve, rate high in the state, the
Under the Notre Dame system it is very
game \llent the way of all predictions.
difficult for a quarter back to score as
With an all-Sophomore lineup of Suthe is used almost exclusively for blockton, Spallinio, Young, McGorray and
Willard, starting for Carroll, the Akron- of this is the fact that Tom Conley ing. Being safety man on defense puts
the field general too far out of position
ites lost no time in registering six points
even to intercept passes. It is especially
in the early minutes of play. The Streaks
promptly evened it up with baskets by
difficult fo r the quarter back to tally
Young, Dromo and Sp'allinio, but from
when the team is replete with stars as
was the 1935 aggregation which boasted
then on it was all Akron.
such ball car riers as Pilney, Elser,
Breaking tl1rough the Carroll defense
Shakespeare,
Miller, Wilke. So the fact
almost at will the Zippers were able to
that Frank was able to even score once
pile up 28 points by hal£ time, compared
against such opposition as tbat which
to Carroll's 12. Poor passing and loose
faces
Notre Dame and still turn in a
guarding were attributed to the team's
good job of quarterbacking is quite a
failure to stop thei r raging opponents.
tribute to his ability in itself.

Dromo P lunks Ten
To Lead Strea ks
The second half found Coach Conley
substituting regularly in hope of finding
a winning combination, which to date is
still his big p roblem. Ned Endress, forward, and Bob Mott, guard, led the pace
fo r Akron with 12 and 9 pOints respectively ' hilt Johnny Drooro wa:; high for
Cil.f1' 1 nellm~ 10 <XJuntc rii. T~ r.:~ n~~e
provl'd one
in~t th:u if c~ rrotl hopes
to llll' e 11 ~ JC('(':.<~h rl :o~ea);() n they wi I
ltave to b1nld c p :t better de·Cl c than
\r.L~ sht)wn thr<J ~~OIIIl tltc f~y.

wdir
l Ll haJi-WA)' ntark, but ';~Jljnz
00Ck bcfor <I Viti I O ll ~ lau gl I i ll the
l H few miltute~ of r·l:J.y. the S lrta s
drop~d LIK1r

vf 1ne

fi u t B-!;'-Four cncoun•et

to Ca c at th<: .r\rena, tl
Jlr<'viom:, hy th•· $CV f o! 37-'!1.

&C.'ISOI.

I
Frank Gaul
Frank to become ibis backfield
c:o.1ch here at Carroll before the latter
had graduated from Notre Dame.
Coming to Notre Dame from the little
to •,\ n of Waterville, Maine, F rank at
(once so distinglfished himself in his
lrt· ~hman year as to secure for himself
a worthy -place on the varsity of 1933.
ln the following year 1934, the fi rst year
o( the Layden regime, our back field
('OMith really came into his own and began to share the first string quarter back
duties witb Fromhart and Mazziotti. Of
his three years of va rsity football, how-

Fr- A)'
Vith )ac:k Spnllitti<o, · c~ ~ til ~ Sopho·
rnort, lc~din~ lh~ a t.1c:lt, Carroll £ors:cd
.tl to- . lte i1 1743
d t the <-nd
of t~ half. The ca ~ r: plst ·cr.: were bc!wiltkt cd ;md thing~ 1 ook~d bri~-:ht ior
C:lr r<JII. Uul :u lb.. • x~r d l'('riod got
i«l t i.~ ts p;.coo b)• Herunder way the
man \ ci <,
11-0hio !orw3rd. aNI
1troun T.y le, l01nlcy ccntet', ~-1~·1y ov<'rC<t~n e the S tr\!aks' I~ wi I their :~.tta 
r:~tc ~ltoot i ng anti p.1.: "i~- Carrol '
d ance. were hur t mwt by the :1b1enoe en•!', Frank's last
of C;aptain
1 l)f hlMtnile, \ >llo W8S
fo:cecl out of th,. .-nmc wi;h a dislocat«<
shoulder midway in the first hal£.
Weiss and Lyle were higher scorers for
the Scientists with eleven points each,
while for the Blue Streaks, Jack Spallinio held the honors with twelve.

Frosh Cagers
Display Class
In a scrimmage against the Fenn Fresh
at the Central "Y" last Saturday, the
Streak first year men came out on the
long end of a 29-20 score. Showing
plenty of fight the Carroll boys came
back after a four point deficiency at
half time and managed to gain the lead
in the second period.
Lanky Johnnie Freedman, who formerly starred on the Holy Name court,
led the Streak attack with thirteen
markers, scoring 11 of this in the final
stretch. He would have had a much
larger total if it hadn't been for a.-lot
of hard luck on pot shots bouncing out,
rolling around the rim and doing other
strange tricks.

T oss In
Seven Points
Paul Lombardi, another Akron St.
Vincent boy and Carl \Vosnak from
Lincoln, tied for the place po ition with
seven markers apiece. The former is a
good shot, throwing them in from the
port side while \Vosnak is a fighter and
a good man under the basket. Chuck
Sheehe tossed one double decker in and
this completed t\te Carroll scoring.
He is a small boy but handles himself
well and may develop.
Carl Estanik \Vas at one of the forwards and Al Markus at one of the

•
••

Learn The Rules!
By George Bunce

Ice hockey is a rather puzzli ng game
for the spectator unless he ha s some
idea of what the various fo uls an d
penalties mean. In order to di scover
what the ordinary infractions of th e
rules are and how they are pu nished,
we wi ll re~ort to t~e Socratic me thod.
Q. What ts an offstde?
A player must _alw~ys be on h'1s own
stde o f the p uck, 1.e., 1t m ust be nearer
to his opponents' goal than he is. If
he i_s off-side-in "fron t" of t~e puckhe ts not allowed to handle 1t or p revent othe rs from doing so. ~his r ule
d~es_ n~t apply to t~e defend mg team
wt thm 1ts ow n bl ue lme.
Q. What is a legitimate body-check?
A. W hen within his ow n defensive
zone, a player may body-check opponents wi th th e hi p or side of the body
w hil e standin g still or skating at a slow
rat e of speed. If, however, a man is
skating fast or uses his knee or elbow,
it w ill be considered charging and pena lized accordingly. Body-check ing is
not permitted with in fi ve feet of the
sideboa rds.

A:·

classes: one type cover s the handling
of t he stick, p rohibitin g such tactics
as striking a n oppo nent with the stick,
throwing it, swingi ng it above the
shbul der s, cross-c hecking (holding stick
in both ha nd s a gai nst a n opponent) , or
playing without one. The second class
deals wit h bodily contact, such as
cha rg ing, tripping, pushing, etc. The
th ird type for bid s handling or propelling the p uck with any part of the body
excep t the stick. Th ese rules apply to
a ll except th e g oalkeeper.
Q. What are the major fouls?
A. T hese call fo r a five-minute suspensio n. They in volve roughin g or interfe ri ng w it h t he goalie, pushing an oppo nent violen tly into th e boards, and
th rowing t he stick to prevent a goal.

THANKS
I wish to take this opportunity in
my last issue as sports editor to
thank Bob Tryon, Joe Follen,
George Otto, Marty McManus,
Bob Fogarty, Jack Hunt, and
George Bunce for their able assistance in putting out the sport pages.
Q. What are the minor fouls?
Their help has made Carroll News
Won H eavyweight
A. T he penalty for these transgreswork a pleasure instead of a burBoxing Championship
sions is a two-min ute suspension. For
den.
However, football was not Gaul's only the most part th ey fa ll under three
Chuck Heaton.
sport. Besides playing hockey and base- --rr;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ball, Frank Gaul also fow1d time to win
the heavywe ight boxing championship of
Maine and the light heavyweight championship of Notre Dame in 1934. When
we consider the fact that, at tha t time,
he weighed only 165 p()unds, to say that
Frankie can handle his "dukes," would
be an understatement. Frank Gaul climaxed his three years of college baseball
as captain and catcher of the great team
of 1936. This team which won 16 out
of 19 games was the best baseball team
at Notre Dame in 28 years.

When asked whom he considered the
best football player among his tea mmates
and what was the strongest opposition
he ever fa ced, F rank unhesita tingly replied, "Pilney was the best football
player at Notre Dame in my time because of his versatility, whi le W arbur ton
of Southern California ranks first among
the opposition because of rus speed and
sruftiness. As a team, h ~ wever, the
Pittsburgh Panthers of 1935 were beyond a doubt the toughest outfit I have
ever encountered."

.L.
f

I

Football Men
Frosh Gr1dders Get Letters
Get Awards
Next Week
year~

1935, was his

At an athletic convention last T uesday, Coach Conley awarded the fr esh- Although a list of the letter winners has
men sweaters and numerals to the play- appeared in several papers the official
ers who had earned these awards group to obtain awards was decided on
th rough attendance, spirit, and actual Ia t night at a meeting of the a thletic
competition. In a brief speech after board. The rather strict requirements
making the awards Mr. Conley congrat- for the grid letter of 120 minu tes has
ulated the freshmen for their ability as i limited the number of receivers.
wei~ as the spi rit which they had shown The Athletic Board decided not to red_u nng the past season. He also men- lease these names to the Carroll News
t10ned the fac~ that the_ studen~ body and as a consequence it is not possible
was demonstratmg a new mterest m ath- t
·
th
· 1·
f 1
·
1 •
d f 1 h t th 1· h d
h t 0 o gtve e entire 1st o etter wmners.
etlcs. an
ct t a
~ a muc
The status of several seniors is in doubt
do. wtth the forward stndes_ of the ath- but the probability is that they wi ll not
l~tlc teams. and ~vould contmue to be a receive awards. The following men will
btg factor m thelr future success.
get their monograms: Palguta, (Cap)
The following are the gentlemen upon I Mormile, Gasper, Gli ha, McGinty, Ma rwhom Carroll depends for its football ' cus, Busher, Domanski, Ma lia, J. Sempreplacement:
ereger, Young, Hoctor, A rsenault, L ucha,
Backs:
Estanik, Amato, Kasunic, Sulzer, Lucas, Morgan, and Legan.
\Vasnak, Peritore, Noel, Ma rcus, Meag- Although it was originally planned to
her, Lombardi, and Quayle. Ends: give these sweaters and letters at a banGreta, Lahey, Powers, Swager, and quet for the team in the near future, it
Roarlr. Tackles: Veteran, Freedman, was decided yesterday to postpone that
Beas, \<Vusnak, Marcus. Guards: Tru- banquet until after the semester exams
dell, Joyce, Conley, Kraft. Centers: in order not to take the gridders away
DeWan, Konya.
from their books this week. The awards
will be distributed within a short time.
guards when Carroll took the floor . The Three types of sweaters will be given
former is a good floor man. George out this year and one of them is entirely
Noel played in a large portion of the new on the Carroll camp'us. The fi rst
game and although he did not break letter winners will receive the regulation
into the scoring column showed enough pull over sweater with the large monostuff to merit some attention.
gram on the front. A man receiving
Taking all things into consideration the his second lette r may have the slip over
Frosh looked fairly good and ought to type or the blue coat sweate r with the
provide some material for the varsity smaller monogram on the side. The new
next year. They were a bit unsteady type for which only seniors will be eligat first but settled down to play fair ible is a \Vhite sweater, either coat or
pull over style, with a blue letter and
ball.
blue stripes on the sleeve.

This poor old grad, in his freshman daze,
Adopted studious thoughts and ways,
He crammed his Turret Top with fact,
But never learned how one should act.

!

L

s simple arithmetic that the more cars
General Motors sells the greater this organization grows. And the solid fact back of that
growth is this: General Motors cars must continually offer more in terms of extra value
to win those sales. It is only because General
Motors is great that it can maintain the research and improvement program responsible
for such modern betterments as the Turret
Top, the U nisteel Body, No Draft Ventilation,
Knee-Action and advanced Hydraulic Brakes.

GENERAL MOTORS
~lEANS

Goon

MEASURE

CHEVROLET · PONTIAC • OI.DSMOlllLE · BV'lCK • LA SALLE • CADILLAC
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Facts About Hockey Players

made it necessary for him to keep on
his toes and that is just what he has
done.

I

Fred Rancourt is the young man that
Eddie Arsenaul t is the man to stop in Edd ~e will be th e man to stop in the school activities such as freshman foot- so ably sets up the Carroll scoring atba ll, sodality, baseball, etc.
the collegiate ranks. Shifty, fast and commg t wo seasons.
tack. When Fred goes down the ice,
clever, Arsenault has started the most · George Zemba, the ba ton swinging de- Jim ·wilson, another of Carroll's de- the opposition had better look out for
energetic campaign to stop a single man, fense man of the Carroll team, is quite fense men, is president of the Junior danger. Being the best passer on the
By Bob Tryon
in the local sports his tory. Arsenault an active man. Besides playing the class and a member of the football squad. team, his all around play makes him the
Hats off to Carroll's fine hockey team, during the past football season played rough game of hockey, George leads the Since graduating from Shaw High, Jim logical man to pass to when in trouble.
that has not let the losing bui have a a halfback and was accorded much pra ise college orch estra and by the way is open has tried his hand at hard labor and Rancourt is very popular with the stuby all that saw him perform. Mentioned to offers with his band. Coming from then turning to college be has been quite dent body although he is not very talkpart of them .. _ .... To Eddie Arsen- {or A ll-Ohio awards this past season, E lyria, George has been active in all active. Playing football and hockey, has
ative.
ault, Fred Rancourt, AI Sutton, Dan
•
Ryan, john Manofsky, George Zemba,
jim Wilson, Joe Quayle, Ted Lempges,

Coaching

•

Joe Hoctor and jack Murray goes a
deserving hand and best wishes for the
future .. .. .. .. Freddy Robertson, of
the Barc-ns, bas, in his pieriod as Carroll hockey coach, won the friendship
and confidence of all his men .. .. .. ..
This is a quality of a winning coach
........ The basketball team continues
to travel the rough road with little relief looming in the near future ........
The Mt. Union game looked like Carroll's with the shock troops in the
contest, but the game went into the
usual sride when the Mt. Union team
realized the defense weakness of the
Carroll team __ .... __ The losing streak
that is plaguing the Carroll team demands an answer and I might suggest
a few __ .. ____ Perhaps the football players on the net squad are stale from the
long season just past-the answer,
give them a rest and start the other
men .. ____ .. Perhaps the teams on the
Carroll schedule are too tough for our
type of material-the answer, drop
those that have proven to be better
manned, coached and equipped and line
up teams that now make up the Fenn,
Spencerian and Dyke schedule .. -- .. -There are many other reasons and answers that can be easily obtained, just
spent an hour in the cafeteria .. .. ....
The intramural campaign moves on
with the favorites leading each league
.. .. .. Glihai's Foreigners and our
-..l=------~~:;;..,;.:;
hirl . s aregoing strong and seem
on the way into the playoffs .. .. .. ..
The only headache in the games to
date has been the lack of equipment
for the officials, in other words there
have been no whistles and score books
handy ........ The football schedule has
been announced and with three breathers on the lineup I see no reason for
an unsuccessful season .. .. .... The Detroit Tech and Youngstown College
games are with teams that have little
or no experience and Bowling Green
is just one step ahead of them ...... ..
The only question that must be asked
in regard to these gat)les is who will
pay or even go out of their way to see
those games? ________ The Olivet game
was humorous with the small group of
fans in the stands watching a helpless
Michigan team __ .. .... The absence of
Dayton U. from the Carroll schedule
of next year ends a series of games
that have won the interest, and following of fans all over the state .. .. .. ..
This game was a natural with the rivalry born in high school games rising to its heights in the hard fought
college games ........ The tennis team
is looking forward to receiving their
awards for the '37 season in the near
future ........ A safe bet would be that
the tennis team has a very fine season
and will be plenty tough to compete
with ........ The football team is in line
for its awards with even a dinner rumored, (before June) and at that time
the football captain for next year will
be chosen ....... The Rose Bowl game
was a point of interest for this particular young man in so far as I named the
exact score .. __ .. .. The basketball
games in the future find Carroll vs.
Baldwin Wallace and the job will be
to stop Bill Davidson from going over
the ten mark, if that is possible, a Carroll victory seems the answer .. .. .. ..
Tho Case-Reserve game will find the
Red Cats romping over the Caesars
and thereby proving to all that they are
the team to bea t _ .. .. In conclusion,
Pittsburgh, tonight, but you never can
tell. I look forward to a Carroll vic-

tory.

very cigarette
features something •

• •

Chesterfield features the one
thing that really counts ... plea·
sure. It all comes down to this:
Chesterfields are made of mild
ripe tobaccos
rolled in pure
cigarette paper. . the best that
money can buy.

That,s why Chesterfield,s
milder better taste will
give you more pleasure.
LAWR.l!NCE TIBBETT
ANDRE KOSTELA.NETZ
PAUL WHITEMAN
DEEMS TAYLOR
PAUL DOUGLAS
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